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Sumanta  Banerjee

Obituary :

A Tribute to my Sat Guru, Ashok Desai

“Call me Ashok. That’s our Bombay

convention. No sir, please.”

That was my first memory of the most affable

human being Ashok Haribhai Desai, speaking

to one of his colleagues.

It was my first sighting of the legend, who

was only the second lawyer to achieve the

unique distinction of being both a Solicitor

General and an Attorney General. Although my

journey as his junior in Bombay was short, my

association with him continued even after he

moved to Delhi in December 1989 to assume

the role of law officer.

Known for being a champion of civil liberty

and personal rights, especially during the 1975

Emergency, and his contribution to the

development of Constitutional law, (Antulay’s

cement case; Shakharam Binder, a play

banned; Piloo Mody on allotment of land in what

is today known as Nariman Point; Ramana

Shetty; Narashima Rao no confidence case

and Vineet Narain on guidelines for criminal

investigations etc. to name a few), I had the

fortune of also seeing him as a remarkable

commercial lawyer, who perhaps knew the

clients’ business better than the client. Such was

his commercial instinct.

The first meeting in 1984 was during the

preparation for the infamous beef tallow cases.

I was an intern then, assisting my father, Shankar

Nankani. While the case was in progress, I had

also signed my articles with Wadia Ghandy &

Co. working under the late Mr. Anand Bhatt

(one of the three guiding angels in my life

mentioned here).

I was asked to “take care” of Ashokbhai’s

brief, a task which I later understood was

extremely delicate, for he was a man known

for successfully arguing a final hearing with a

“missing brief” without the attorney knowing

or the client missing a heart beat.

I was fortunate to soon get another opportunity

to see Ashokbhai work from close quarters.

This was in 1985 for a group of diamond

exporters. I was still an intern. What

mesmerised me was his reading of the Court.

Almost like a soothsayer.

Both the cases obviously had extremely high

commercial stakes in those days, but were

equally sensitive, not only politically, but also on

account of public sentiment. Issues of morality,

hurting religious feelings, and avaricious

profiteering had already hit the headlines.

I learnt my first lesson of advocacy.

Ashokbhai knew the pulse of the court, knowing

precisely where to pitch the arguments, like a

captain reading the wicket before calling the

toss. I could see the dexterity with which

Ashokbhai struck the fine balance between

constitutional right to do business, principles of

administrative law, and the high level macro-

scopic approach of the courts. I heard him say

that in commercial matters, it is very difficult to

manage client expectations as there is no

absolute success. My second lesson.

After getting my sanad in July1986, I joined

Ashokbhai’s chambers. I entered the library in

Room No. 39 on the second floor of the High

Court (popularly known as the Original Side Bar

Room). Ashokbhai was sitting at the eastern

side, on a Chesterfield-type arm chair at the

end of the long wooden table.

Senior Advocate Vikram Nankani pens a tribute in memory of former Attorney General

Ashok Desai, who passed away on Monday morning.
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“Welcome young man, and see if you can

find a chair. You should be good at playing

musical chairs”, said Ashokbhai in his

trademark humorous style. I did not know how

to address him.

I remembered his dislike for salutary address

amongst fellow members at the Bar. I heard

chamber member Kumar Desai, sitting next to

him, call him “Ashokbhai”. I got my answer.

By then, senior chamber colleagues like Nitin

Thakker, Rajani Iyer and Francis Mathews

had become almost independent counsel in their

own right.

The baptism happened over the course of the

week. I kept collecting the gems Ashokbhai

kept dropping. They have been etched forever.

I must share some of these mul-mantras.

“Eat what you have and do not look into

other’s plate.”

“Do not worry who is doing what matter,

because the matter you are briefed in, is the

most important.”

“No matter is too small or too big. Once

someone trusts you with a matter, you have

to live up to the trust, and do your best.”

“Never celebrate when you win a case,

and likewise, do not mourn when you lose.

Move on with the next one.”

“Learn to say “No”, something an insecure

lawyer will never say.”

He constantly reminded me that a lawyer is

an officer of the court, for you may lose a case

or a client, but never lose the Court. “Focus on

facts, and law will fall in place”.

I soon became familiar with the chamber rule,

which was while one had the freedom to pick

up any brief to work on a matter, it was without

expectation of being briefed in the same. The

“Senior” did not believe in imposing his juniors

on the attorneys; that was the quiet message

from the senior peers. You had to be noticed

for your contribution.

Once while working on a brief from Raghu

Kothare of Nanu Hormusjee, my efforts were

evident. After the matter was over, Raghu

Kothare insisted on sending me a docket.

Ashokbhai appreciated his encouraging gesture

but on the condition that he would, to that extent

mark less, since the client was not to be

surprised with additional burden.

Raghu Kothare would not relent and the

debate was inconclusive. All I know was that

the next day, I had the cheque in my hands. I

was recently married, and it was not the first

time that Ashokbhai ensured I was paid before,

if not at the same time as his fees were.

My day came. It was a brief from my other

mentor Anand Bhatt. He candidly informed

Ashokbhai that the client could not afford a

senior. There was another counsel briefed, but

on that day, he too was not available. A God-

sent opportunity for any rookie.

The matter was kept at 2:45pm before Justice

Daud. The issue was a challenge to cancellation

of a permit by the RBI.

When I entered Court 6, I found Mr. TR

Andhyarujina and Mr. Firdaus Talyarkhan

for the other side. I was fortunate to have two

of the nicest and finest gentlemen as opponents.

To my joy and pleasant surprise, Ashokbhai

entered the court room, and told both

Andhyarujina and Firdaus about my maiden solo

appearance. In the best tradition of the Bombay

Bar, he in turn mentioned it to the Judge, and

the pressure eased.

Many are a witness to Ashokbhai’s court craft.

But his style of backend preparation was also

bewildering to most. He never believed in a dress

rehearsal, nor did he plan a sequence of

arguments. It came naturally to him. It was not

rare to find one Ashokbhai in conferences, and

a totally different person on his feet in court.

Ashokbhai had the flexibility to change gears to

suit the complexity of the matter, the court, the

judge, and sometimes, even the opponent.

In a matter before the Division Bench of

Justice Sujata Manohar and Justice TD Sugla,

an eminent Senior Counsel appearing for the
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Central government raised a preliminary point

relying on a Supreme Court judgment which

was announced a few days before the hearing.

Briskly up on his feet, Ashokbhai said that he

too was relying on the same judgment, and that

he would not mind if the preliminary objection

can be heard first, provided the other side was

also going to read the two lines in the penultimate

paragraph which supported our case.

Those two lines, read with the slant Ashokbhai

provided, changed the context in which the

judgment was read. The other side promptly

dropped the idea of a preliminary objection.

Popular for his repartees and wit, Ashokbhai

had this uncanny knack of making light of any

heavy situation. Poetry and quotes invariably

laced his legal submissions. Once, before Justice

H Suresh, Ashokbhai reached 10 minutes late.

I was asked to start. When Ashokbhai entered,

seeing the nervous attorney breathing over my

shoulders, Justice Suresh asked Ashokbhai if

he could take over. Before Justice Suresh could

respond, Ashokbhai declined and sat throughout

next to me. I was blessed to have a ‘Sarthi’

like him, an observation made by Justice Suresh.

His persuasive skills and confidence won many

hearts and matters for him.

I would credit Ashokbhai for his brevity. He

popularised one-point petitions. He was against

verbose pleadings and long-winded repetitive

arguments. He used to often say even ten

authorities may be insufficient, if you cannot

convince the court with the best one.

I vividly remember drafting a petition

overnight. He gave me points and warned me

to be terse. It was to be mentioned on the last

day before summer vacation. It was a habeas

corpus challenging a preventive detention order.

The petition was affirmed and tendered across

the Bar at 11am. Justice SW Puranik was

convinced of the urgency. Ashokbhai promised

that he would restrict the submissions to just

one ground. The order was set aside post-lunch.

Thus began the trend of single-point petitions

in that area of law, something which may not

have been possible without robust and seasoned

government pleaders like Mr. Shamrao

Samant, who had the courage and conviction

to take a stand without instructions.

The saga of ‘missing briefs’ had become well

known. Some of the judges also knew about it.

Justice RA Jagirdar once offered Ashokbhai

the court’s copy, to which he quickly refused,

saying he was only parroting while the judge

had to decide. Therefore, the judge needed the

papers more.

In another matter, he grabbed Arshad

Hidyatullah’s meticulously made hand-written

colour coded notes, and Justice, tongue in cheek,

commented how he was pleased to hear a “brief-

less” lawyer perform so well.

There was a time I was getting typecast as

an indirect tax lawyer. That was not the case

when I spent three years with him in Mumbai.

As always, I called Ashokbhai. His first advice

was that there is nothing wrong in specialising,

but in case I did not want to, then only I could

help myself. He gave me his own example.

There was a time Ashokbhai was most briefed

before the old Competition Commission (MRTP

Commission). He shared how he consciously

made an effort to get out of that circle. It was

prudent not to depend on one subject or one

forum or one client, is what he suggested.

I do not remember Ashokbhai lose his cool.

Whether it was Hariharan who did not

accurately type the propositions, dictated in a

way only Ashokbhai did, or Datta forgetting the

files in the matter, or an inattentive Judge, nothing

flustered him.

He was, however, extremely possessive about

one thing. His red diary tucked in the left hand

side inner pocket of his jacket. It was his most

sacred book. It contained notings, alphabetically,

of important judgments including where they

were followed, distinguished and overruled. It

remained, till the end, the most zealously guarded

weapon in his armoury, which none in chambers
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could touch. Its value was immense even after

online search engines came up.

The other trademark like feature of Ashokbhai

was the ubiquitous sticker on all his books. It

was a baby Ganesha (of which he was an avid

collector) reading a book with ‘Ashok’ written

on the cover thereof in Hindi. There was no

religious connect to it. Ashokbhai followed no

rituals and ceremonies. Religion for him was

compassion for all living creatures. Ashokbhai

was well versed with Sanskrit, which he learnt

in school. Buddhism had a great influence on

him, as he was drawn towards its simple

principles.

Ashokbhai was a great friend to juniors when

he travelled. He combined these trips with

educational tours. In Goa, where I spent months

with him on Colfax Group matters, we did

excursions to admire Portuguese architecture

and houses, besides gastronomic adventures.

When we were in Hyderabad before a Bench

of Justice SM Quadri and Justice Sudarshan

Reddy, both of whom later were elevated to

the Supreme Court, the matter was over in less

than an hour. Not knowing what to do until our

flight late in the evening, he took the whole team

to Salarjung Museum, next door to the High

Court. It was his second visit. Sure enough, we

did not need a guide. He knew his history

impeccably well.

Difficult as it may be to summarise

Ashokbhai’s life, it can be truly said that he was

an extraordinary personality with ordinary

outlook. From basic home-made meals to

gourmet food (he was an unconventional Gujju),

from exotic wines and malts to stopping by the

roadside to have Chaas, he relished everything

with the same measure.

Campari will never taste the same again

without him. He made it to perfection, with just

the right quantity of tonic and a dash of

angostura, in proportions which will now remain

a secret with him.

A voracious reader of books, Ashokbhai has

an enviable collection on an innumerable variety

of subjects. Multi-tasking was his forte. His

craze for classical music - Indian and Western

- was well known. It would be playing in the

background during conferences, and bang in the

middle of an intense discussion, he would digress

to narrate nuances of the musical performance,

and seamlessly get back into the matter without

forgetting a single fact.

Apart from music, Ashokbhai was passionate

about theatre and cinema. Married to

Suvarnabhen, an internationally acclaimed

Manipuri dancer, it was but natural that he keenly

followed dance as form of art.

Ashokbhai was instrumental in my applying

for the gown. When he heard the news about

my designation, he called to say that he had

already arranged to send me the gown. That

undoubtedly is the most cherished gift I have

ever received. In this gown, Ashokbhai

continues to live with me, until I meet him again.

The author is a Senior Advocate at the

Bombay High Court.

Courtesy Bar and Bench, Apr 15, 2020.

Humanism is a philosophy and a mental attitude which gives primacy to the human individual

and recognises his or her right to live in freedom and with dignity.  It believes that ‘’the human

individual is the measure of all things’’.  Humanism opposes the sacrifice of individuals at the

altar of any imaginary collective ego like a nation or class.  Historically as well as logically,

humanism is the philosophy of democracy.

(From the Preamble to the Constitution of Indian Radical Humanist Association)

What is Humanism
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Articles and Features :

Corona Pandemic: Time for politicisation of

labour consciousness
Dr. Prem Singh

The country is one and a half months into

the lockdown but the plight of the toiling

labourers at the country-wide level continues

unabated. Every day huge crowds of workers

suffer from hunger, insult and alienation/

ignorance in their own country, from their own

countrymen and the images are for every one

of us to see. It may be noted that these

labourers mostly comprise of young men and

women; their children are so small that they

are either in the age of playing in their parents’

lap or going to school. They all are desperate

to go to their parents and near and dear ones,

because of the loss of work and related

income. This is also a young India, whose

picture is displayed on streets-mohallas-roads-

squares-railway stations-bus stations across

the country.

It is also a matter to be noted that this young

India has a lot of courage and vitality. The corona

virus has turned the world into a death knell.

But these workers do not have the same fear

of death, as felt by those who can stay safe in

their homes. They are walking on a journey of

thousands of kilometers, taking the path apart

from the highways, escaping from the eyes of

the police. While on their return journey to home

on one such path, 16 migrant labourers from

Madhya Pradesh died after being crushed under

a goods train in Aurangabad, Maharashtra. It

can be seen from day one of the lockdown

that the government has no clear policy

regarding migrant or resident labourers.

Knowing that 90 percent of the country’s labour

force is in the informal sector and uprooted, it

uses digital mediums for information and

schemes related to them. After all ‘those who

go blind in spring see only green!’

These are visible proofs of the plight of the

workers that their sweat is included in the ‘5

trillion economy’ of the country, but they are

not part of the same. Apart from these

labourers of unorganized sector, labourers of

organised sector, marginal farmers, semi-full

unemployed fare no better. The lockdown did

not throw them on the streets, but has certainly

put them in a crisis of livelihood. The thing to

be noted the most is that the government has

no discomfort with this plight of the majority

of the country’s population. The question of

fear would be a remote possibility. The reason

for this worrying phenomenon can be easily

identified in the very scenario of the plight of

the workers spread all over.

The details of the interaction with the

workers in the media surprisingly show that

the workers have no complaint with this

situation. They speak about somehow reaching

their homes in this crisis, and returning to work

after the lockdown is lifted. They give

information about loss of job, no place to stay,

non-availability of ration in a passive manner,

however they harbour no complain against the

government. The International Labour Day (1

May) also occurred during the period of

lockdown. As has been a practice world over,

the pride and struggle of the working class was

remembered by the workers’ organizations and

the governments. But the workers who are

facing the biggest disaster of their lives, seem

untouched by the inspiration of the Day

associated with their identity. The revolutionary

labour consciousness,which has been very

eloquently delineated by the progressive
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leadership time and again, was found missing

from the interactions of these workers. 

India has the highest number of trade unions

in the world. About a dozen of them are of

national/international level and thousands are

of local level. Most of the trade unions all over

the world including India are associated with

progressive ideologies like socialism, social

justice, welfare state etc. Trade unions

communicate with governments or/and

industrialists on the issues of workers’ salary-

bonus, service conditions, working hours,

working conditions, etc.They wage struggles

in the interest of the working class when

needed. The large labour organizations also

play a role in the formulation/change of labour

laws at the national and international level.  

Needless to say that India’s labour

movement has been a victim of a deadlock for

a long time. In 1991, the New Economic

Policies were directly imposed on farmers and

laborers. With the introduction of the New

Economic Policies, process of abolition of the

public sector was started in the country and

the private sector was established at its cost.

It was a paradigm shift in the political economy

of the country. Simply put, the economy of the

country was taken off the axis of the

Constitution and mounted on the axis of the

pioneering establishments of the market

economy - the World Bank, International

Monetary Fund, World Trade Organization etc.

No economy can exist outside politics. So,

politics and leadership of the country, more or

less, became an agent of market economy in a

rapid manner. 

The year 1991 should have been the

occasion when the labour movement should

have entered into a new phase. But the

leadership associated with political parties or

independent trade union leadership did not rise

to the occasion. Governments continued to

change the labour laws one after the other in

the name of ‘reforms’ in favour of the corporate

houses and the trade unions merely sat down

with some ritual resistance programs. As a

result, the working class of India has also

become almost as apolitical as the rest of

society. Due to a-politicization of much of

India’s educated middle-class which although

is wrapped in modern dress and lifestyles, does

not accept the modern value of equality; not

even that part of society which has entered

the middle class under the constitutional

provisions of social justice. Due to this

phenomenon, in the last three decades, a deep

foundation of counter-revolution has been laid

in the country and the huge suffering of

working class of the country is its result. Leave

the revolutionary consciousness, it does not

appear to be aware properly of its labour rights

either. It is not without reason that the

Bharatiya Mazdoor Sangh (BMS), affiliated to

the Rashtriya Swayamsewak Sangh (RSS), has

emerged as the largest trade union of India

during this period.

Before the lockdown, it was necessary that

the workers be provided with financial

assistance under a proper and comprehensive

economic package. The government did not

do this because its priority is not the labourers,

but the capitalists. The government has

prepared itself to implement the pro-corporate

neo-liberal economic policies more firmly on

the pretext of the corona pandemic. For

example, Minister of Micro, Small and Medium

Enterprises (MSME) Nitin Gadkari has said

that despite the pandemic, the prime minister’s

dream of making India an economic superpower

will be realized. In a TV program, one of the

Ambani brothers said that the economy will be

stronger despite the corona pandemic under the

leadership of visionary prime minister. The

prime minister and the Cabinet have decided

that further emphasis will be placed on foreign

and local investment in order to strengthen the

economy. Resource persons of neo-liberalism

are even claiming that India will play a leading
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role in the new world order that is being created

after the corona pandemic! 

To make the economy strong the

government has targeted the workers first and

foremost. It has promptly started the exercise

to make labour laws ‘simpler’. In a video

discussion with the chief ministers, the prime

minister praised Rajasthan chief minister

Ashok Gehlot’s suggestion of 12 hours of work

instead of 8 hours, calling it an important step

in the direction of ‘reforms’. The labour laws

fall in the concurrent list of the Constitution.

By praising Gehlot’s suggestion, the prime

minister conveyed his intention to the states to

weaken the labour laws. The chief minister of

Uttar Pradesh has announced the

postponement of almost all labour laws,

including the Minimum Wages Act, for the next

three years through an ordinance. The

governments of Madhya Pradesh, Gujarat,

Rajasthan, Odisha, Punjab, Maharashtra have

also decided to dilute labour laws in one way

or the other. The other states can also do the

same. That is, the economy is a matter between

the ruling classes and the corporate houses of

the country, the workers do not feature

anywhere in the picture. (However, it is clear

from the suggestions made by the main

opposition party Congress to the government

during the entire corona crisisthat its belief in

giving a human face to the neo-liberal reforms

is still intact.)

The government has openly showed its

counter-revolutionary character. It is for the

strengthening of the same economy, due to

which lakhs of farmers have committed

suicide and 50 crore labourers have been

transformed into cheap labour. The

government knows that it faces no real

resistance. Trade unions and labour leaders

have opposed decisions of the state

governments to change or repeal labor laws.

Ten national level trade unions have also

announced to protest against these measures

once the lockdown is lifted. This is important.

But at the same time, it is also important that

in view of the plight of the workers, the real

question should be brought to the center of

concern and discussion. The real question is

about the economic policies due to which the

workers across the country have been made

to face this plight.

Some secular intellectuals who are

advocates of neo-liberalism are saying that

what the state governments have done is not

the correct meaning of ‘reforms’. They, in fact,

want to create confusion. In the epistemology

of neo-liberalism, ‘reforms’ have had a definite

meaning from the very beginning. From 1991

onwards, adhering to the same meaning the

strength of labour laws has been diluted in

favouring the interests of corporate vis-a-vis

the labourers. It has also been heard from

some constitutionalists that the devaluation or

postponement of labour laws by the Central

or State Governments is against the

Fundamental Rights and Directive Principles

of the Constitution. But these very experts of

the Constitution do not see that the neo-liberal

policies implemented in 1991 were inherently

contrary to the Constitution.

The economy is always a political economy

and cannot be changed without changing the

politics. If the government has turned the

corona pandemic into an opportunity for itself

then even the genuine opponents of the existing

corporate capitalism can also do the same for

themselves by making sure that the experience

of labourers, peasants, semi-full unemployed

during the pandemic period not be easily

forgotten. If their experience is politicized, then

there will be a new manifestation of labour

consciousness, and a ground will be created

for an alternative politics vis-a-vis the present

corporate politics.

(The author teaches Hindi at Delhi

University and is a former President of

Socialist Party-India)
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PUCL Statement: Oppose Dilution of Labour Laws!!

PUCL is deeply concerned at the swiftness

with which many states in the nation are

dismantling the protection afforded to workers

under their various labour laws. These laws

provide many of the basic guarantees to

workers – ensuring that employees get paid

decent wages on time, have reasonable working

hours, and are not subject to discrimination. 

They require employers to provide basic

necessities such as drinking water and clean

toilets to workers, and protect them from

accidents and occupational hazards and

diseases.  Labour laws are essential for

ensuring fundamental rights for our workers -

rights which are guaranteed by the Indian

Constitution to all Indian citizens, at all times. 

PUCL believes that withdrawing these

protections from the working population in an

effort to entice new businesses, is an

unconstitutional, immoral and unethical attempt

to revive an economy at the expense of its

weakest citizens.

 Better Enforcement of Labour Laws

Required, Not their Dilution

The country is currently witnessing a

massive human tragedy as lakhs of migrant

workers found themselves stranded during the

lockdown, without any means of getting food

or work.  Much of this could have been averted

had the laws on migrant workers been properly

implemented, and all of them been duly

documented. Many of these workers have not

been paid for months. Again, had the laws

relating to timely payment of wages been

enforced, many of these workers would not

have been forced to take desperate measures

like walking thousands of kilometers back to

their homes.

As the country is slowly emerging from the

lockdown, the working citizens of this country

are at their most vulnerable, facing threats of

mass layoffs and firings with depleted reserves

of cash and food.  This is the time when they

most need the protection of labour laws to

ensure that they are not unduly exploited.  PUCL

is alarmed by the ordinances cleared by Uttar

Pradesh and Gujarat cabinets, which would

indiscriminately suspend all labour laws except

a few basic ones, for close to three years.

Notifications by the governments of Madhya

Pradesh, Rajasthan, Himachal Pradesh, Punjab

and Haryana have also suspended crucial

portions of their labour legislations.  We fear

that these moves would force a large

proportion of our population to inhuman

servitude and destitution, and condemn them

in no uncertain terms.

 Labour Laws ensure basic living

conditions for a large section of the

population

 1.          Remuneration for Work

Employers are mandated by law to pay

workers no less than the minimum wages in a

timely manner, and also supplement the incomes

of their low wage employees with yearly

bonuses drawn from their profits.  In addition,

laws on gratuity ensure that at the end of

employment, due to retirement, death or

disablement, the employees or their families are

compensated for the length of their service. 

Workers covered by Employee State Insurance

are entitled to half of their monthly wages as

PUCL Statement : 15th May, 2020

Labour Laws Necessary to Protect

Fundamental Rights of Workers
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unemployment benefits for a maximum of two

years, and the Employees Provident Fund allows

them access to a small fund at retirement, or

during an emergency.

We would like to point out that in actuality

only a small proportion of all workers are

enrolled in ESI and EPF, even in industry notified

under EPF. For example in the brick-kiln

industry it is estimated that anywhere from 5-8

million workers do not get this benefit. Similar

is the situation in relation to Gratuity and Bonus.

The demand should be make these protections

universal; instead these provisions are being

suspended even for existing workers.

Most of the currently proposed labour law

amendments guarantee only the minimum

wages, and have suspended all other benefits. 

We note that Punjab has also rolled back its

latest increase in minimum wage and other states

may soon follow.  UP and Gujarat propose to

suspend gratuity, bonus, provident fund, and all

other benefits, which are crucial to sustain the

workers at this time. PUCL strongly opposes

the move of these various governments to

deprive workers of the protection of existing

labour laws.

2.      Working Hours 

Factories Act mandates that working hours

should be limited to 9 hours in one day, with a

maximum of 48 hours per week.  Any additional

hours of work have to be compensated as

overtime wages at twice the ordinary rate.

A large number of states including Rajasthan,

Punjab, Haryana, Himachal Pradesh, Gujarat,

Uttar Pradesh and Madhya Pradesh have

extended the workday to 12 hours per day, for

the next 3 months, with no increase in the number

of rest intervals.  A majority of these states have

also extended the workweek from 48 hours to

a grueling 72 hours. PUCL is distressed to note

that the states of Gujarat and Uttar Pradesh

have exempted their industries from having

to pay overtime wages for these extended

work hours. 

Extension of working hours also goes against

the stated aim of these labour law amendments

to increase overall employment, because they

effectively incentivize the employers to

employ fewer workers than required, and

compel them to work for longer hours.

It should be recalled that the demand for

limiting the working hours to 8-hours a day and

48 hours in a week originated during the

Industrial Revolution in order to protect the

workers’ health and safety by providing them

with adequate amounts of rest and recuperation. 

Considering that the right to shorter working

hours was the subject of the very first

Convention of  ILO ‘International Labour

Standard (C001)’ adopted by the ILO and

ratified by India, PUCL is alarmed to see the

clock turn back more than 100  years of

workers’ struggle. It is especially against the

very requirement of health and immunity

following Covid19; this is because simultaneous

with the 12- hour work day, the rest time for

the worker will now be available not after the

first 4 hours, but after 6 hours of continuous

work.  This will have an adverse impact on

health and emotional state of the workers. Also

given the high increasing rate of unemployment,

this will further limit the employment

opportunities. The hours work should be reduced

to six.

3.   Health, Safety and Welfare of

workers

Factories Act, Mines Act and Dockworkers

Act are some of the labour laws that enjoin

employers to protect the health and well-being

of their workers.  These laws provide for clean,

ventilated and adequately lit working spaces

with drinking water, and toilets. An employer is

also expected to provide first aid facilities, sitting

spaces and creches.  These laws also mandate

inspections for safety and health, safe disposal

of hazardous materials, notifications of industrial

accidents and occupational diseases.

As a pandemic rages in our country, and with
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a living memory of the Bhopal Gas Disaster and

the recent Styrene gas leak causing death of 11

people and serious injuries to over 200 people

in the LG Polymers India plant in Vishakapatnam

on  7th May, 2020, it is obvious that these

measures not only secure the health and safety

of industrial workers, but also of entire

communities. 

PUCL is disappointed to note that Madhya

Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh and Gujarat have

stripped or suspended these laws at a time, when

it is in the greater public interest to implement

them with great vigour.

4.   Grievance redressal machinery and

the right to Collective Bargaining

The central Industrial Disputes Act and the

state Industrial Relations Acts primarily protect

workers from uncompensated lay-offs and

retrenchments, unreasonable changes in their

working conditions, unfair labour practices etc.

They allow for a system of labour courts,

industrial tribunals and arbitration boards where

the workers can raise an industrial dispute

relating to wages, working hours, conditions of

work etc, and get their grievances redressed. 

The Trade Unions Act recognizes associations

of workers to act as their representatives and

enter into collective agreements with the

employers.

In view of the announcements by several

states of the suspension of these acts, PUCL

points out that the institutions established by

these acts are critical for the smooth functioning

of the industry, and provide a mechanism for

social dialogue between the workers and

employers.  This machinery is essential for

ironing out the tensions between the labour and

the management, without having to take recourse

to the lengthy and expensive litigation, or

acrimonious strikes and lock-outs. 

The suspension of these crucial laws violates

the basic provision of labour law of tripartite

mechanism. We must remember that the highest

level labour related bodies at National (Indian

Labour Conference) and International

(International Labour Organisation) level are

tripartite in nature. This is no way can be

compromised.

5.   Worker Welfare 

In addition to these, there are many other

labour laws which afforded some protection to

the most vulnerable category of workers, such

as pregnant women, migrant workers, contract

workers, manual scavengers, and those working

in the beedi industry, in mines and in the

unorganized sector, who are now also left open

to exploitation by industry owners.

Diluting labour laws will not attract

additional investment

The justification given by various

governments that existing labour laws are a

deterrence to investment by industry, and by

extension, to the prosperity of the state, needs

to be examined more critically.  The notion that

stringent labour laws are the primary

impediments to investments in states is highly

debatable – manufacturing industries depend on

a complex set of factors such as reliability of

infrastructure, access to credit, availability of

skilled workers, good governance and freedom

from corruption.

Several studies have shown that strong

labour market institutions and social welfare

legislation are necessary to reduce inequalities

and encourage inclusive growth[1], and that high

levels of inequality can retard growth in

developing economies[2].  Even the UN Trade

and Development Report, 2019, warns

governments against “promoting cuts to labour

costs” as their “adjustment strategy of choice”

when faced with economic downturns. Instead,

the report encourages governments to adopt

progressive fiscal arrangements, and expanded

social insurance, among other measures for

achieving Sustainable Development Goals.

[3]  An increase in the average wage of the

worker will drive domestic demand, fueling

growth in the economy.
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 Suspension of Labour Laws is

Unconstitutional & violates International

Covenants

The new industry regime ushered in by these

changes, where employers can pay rock-bottom

wages, hire and fire workers at will, coerce them

into working long hours each day, and prevent

them from unionizing, goes against the very grain

of our constitution, and is also in violation of

many international conventions.  Such

precarious working conditions are clearly

violative of Article 21, the fundamental right of

workers to live with dignity, as held by J

Bhagwati in the ‘People’s Union for

Democratic Rights v. Union of India’

(1982)[4] case.

The Supreme Court has held that Article 21

also encompasses the “protection of health and

strength of workers and just and humane

conditions of work.[5]”

The rights of workers to non-discrimination,

a living wage, safe and humane working

conditions, and a decent standard of life and

full enjoyment of leisure and social and cultural

opportunities, is also enshrined in our

Constitution through Directive Principles of

State Policy[6]. 

The right to form trade unions and engage

in collective bargaining is protected by Article

19(1)(c), which guarantees all citizens the right

to form associations or unions for a lawful

purpose.  It is also a fundamental human right

recognized by the Universal Declaration on

Human Rights, 1948, enabling the effective

participation of workers in economic and social

policy.

  PUCL strongly objects to the dilution

of labour laws, the bulwarks of our legislative

edifice against exploitative and extractive labour

practices, as a strategy to kick-start economy. 

We demand that the President send back the

UP and Gujarat state ordinances to the

respective states. We further demand that the

states of Gujarat, Punjab, Haryana, Himachal

Pradesh, Rajasthan and Madhya Pradesh

revoke their notifications amending the Factory

Act, Industrial Disputes Act and related acts.

Vast sections of our working population are

better served by a caring government that

watches out for their rights as workers, assuring

them secure jobs which meet their basic needs,

rather than one that merely treats them as

fodder for the ruthless engine of industry.

PUCL wishes to emphasise that the purpose

for India’s industrialization and development

cannot be to ensure profit for international

companies, at the cost of the dignity, well-being

and liberty of India’s working class people. The

aim of India’s development must be for creation

of sustainable growth with high levels of

employment for the working age population and

good quality of living for all people living in India.

What is required is universal application of laws

with adequate provisions of effective

enforcement, transparency and monitoring,

within tripartite frame.

PUCL gives a call to all concerned citizens

of India to rise up as one to oppose the dilution

of labour law changes proposed by the

Governments of UP, Madhya Pradesh,  Gujarat,

Punjab, Haryana, Himachal Pradesh and

Rajasthan.

On Behalf of PUCL:
Mr. Ravi Kiran Jain, President, PUCL;

Dr. V. Suresh, Gen. Secy, PUCL
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How Modi turned Covid-19 into a cash machine
For the Indian premier, the virus is a deus ex machina

Kapil Komireddi

To Narendra Modi, Covid-19 is not so much

a disease as a deus ex machina. Before he

announced the largest lockdown in human

history on 24 March, the Indian prime minister

was submerged in a pool of self-engineered

crises. Citizenly protests against his legislative

disfigurement of Indian secularism had erupted

in every major city, more than four dozen lives

were devoured at his doorstep in February in

the worst religious bloodletting in Delhi since

the 1984, unemployment was soaring, and the

economy was poised to post the slowest pace

of growth in a decade. Modi’s “New India”

appeared to be on the precipice of an implosion

precipitated by the malevolence and

incompetence of its own progenitor. Then came

the saviour from China in the guise of a

pathogen.

Modi did not at first pay attention: in

February, as the coronavirus began claiming lives

in India’s neighbourhood. He was busy hosting

a lavish reception for Donald Trump and toppling

a democratically elected state government in

central India. Nor did he do much by way of

preparing India once casualties began mounting

in Europe: in late March, there was only one

isolation bed for every 84,000 people, one doctor

for every 11,600 patients, and one hospital bed

for every 1,826 Indians. The first orders for

personal protective equipment for front-line health

care workers were made only hours before

Modi appeared on television to announce a total

lockdown. It was an improvised performance:

virtually no thought had gone into it.

Their exodus on foot was redolent of the

horrific migrations at India’s partition in 1947

Within days, hundreds of thousands, if not

millions, of men and women who serve the

needs of first-world India—as servants, cooks,

cleaners, construction hands—set off on a

homeward march from the cities to the

countryside. Modi had abandoned them. And

their exodus on foot was redolent of the horrific

migrations at India’s partition in 1947. By mid-

April, some 200 people had died as a

consequence of the lockdown. Some dropped

dead of exhaustion as they walked, others killed

themselves as a way out of loneliness. The

lockdown in India succeeded not only in

suppressing the spread of the disease but also

effectively in suspending the world’s largest

democracy. To criticise Modi’s mismanagement

is to invite accusations of lèse-majesté in a

national emergency. To obey and exalt him is to

qualify as a dutiful citizen.

Days into the lockdown, Modi began soliciting

tax-deductible donations for an opaque trust

established, he said, for the purpose of aiding

“the poorest of the poor”. With a brazenness

that would have made Papa Doc Duvalier blush,

he christened the fund “PM CARES”. Nearly

a billion dollars flowed into it in the first week.

Staff at government departments were

“encouraged” by circulars to give a portion of

their salary to it. Private corporations paid tens

of millions into it while denying salaries to their

low-wage workers. One company sacked a

thousand employees days after diverting more

than half a million dollars of its cash reserves

into PM CARES.

Where has all that money gone? That

question is impossible to answer because PM

CARES is structured as a private trust and

cannot therefore be reviewed by the state

auditor. The flagrancy of the enterprise catches

the breath: while his counterparts abroad

panicked, fumbled, growled, and pleaded with

their people, Modi utilised the worst public health
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crisis in more than a century as an opportunity

to stage the most audacious swindle in the

democratic world. Modi, of course, is

spectacularly vain but not personally venal. And

yet the fact that the cash he has collected will

not be stashed away in Swiss bank accounts is

hardly comforting for anybody who cares about

the future of democracy. The cash will likely

be put to more sinister uses: to corrupt others,

to shop for elected officials who have not yet

capitulated to the prime minister’s sectarian

ideology, to outspend his rivals in an already

extortionately expensive electoral market, to

vandalise the residues of checks on his power.

What of the “poorest of the poor”? Modi’s

myrmidons began discovering important uses

for them immediately after the government

extended the countrywide lockdown for another

two weeks on 1 May. In Bangalore, emergency

train services were halted to prevent mazdoors

from going home. The decision to terminate the

most rudimental rights of the most destitute

Indians was explained away by one of Modi’s

MPs as a “bold and necessary move” to “help

migrant labourers who came [to Bangalore]

with hopes of a better life to restart their

dreams”. The local government, lobbied by

construction barons, had intended to put the

absconding labourers to work on construction

sites. The ensuing public outcry prompted the

government to let them go. But the regime that

was so eager to “help migrant labourers”—

some of the poorest people not only in India but

the world—could not bring itself to pay the cost

of their train tickets. In a grotesque irony, the

publicly owned Indian Railways, which insisted

on collecting the full fare, had days before given

£16 million to PM CARES.

In central and northern India, meanwhile, at

least two state governments run by Modi’s party

are attempting to regenerate the economy by

revoking the most elementary legal protections

accorded to workers. To get a sense of what

this means in practice, consider that factories

in Bhopal—the scene of the worst industrial

disaster in history—are to be made exempt from

safety checks. If bringing up that past seems

alarmist, then consider this: only last week at

least 11 people died in a gas leak from a polymers

factory on the Coromandel coast in southern

India.

 Covid-19 has become an alibi for the

formalisation of the squalid social

arrangement that has always flourished

under the surface in India

Covid-19 has become an alibi for the

formalisation of the squalid social arrangement

that has always flourished under the surface in

India. And it isn’t just saffron-robed Hindu

nationalists who are setting fire to labour laws.

The high priests sanctifying this technocratic

endeavour are liberal economists. They are, like

the Brahmins of old India who withheld liturgical

knowledge from the lower castes by conducting

their services in unintelligible Sanskrit,

incomprehensible. Their language is freighted

with jargon and euphemism because their

business is selling the political

disenfranchisement of the poor as economic

prudence. The dream of the technocrats has

always been to convert India into what the

Princeton academic Atul Kohli calls a “two-track

democracy”, where “common people are only

needed at the time of elections, and then it is

best that they all go home, forget politics, and

let the ‘rational’ elite quietly run a pro-business

show”.

Covid-19 is resurrecting Modi as their

redeemer. Raised in poverty, the prime minister

radiates the arriviste’s disdain for the poor. The

last budget set aside more than a billion dollars

for a pair of bespoke Boeing aircraft to fly the

“poor man’s son”. The intensifying distress of

Indians has done nothing to provoke Modi to

redirect the tens of billions he has earmarked

for projects conceived with the sole ambition of

burnishing his personality cult.

( To be Contd....on Page - 21 )
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Justice Lokur: ‘SC Not Fulfilling Its

Constitutional Role Adequately, Needs to Introspect’
Karan Thapar

“A person has a right. If he has that right, it has to be enforced.

That’s it. You can’t say I hope and trust that somebody will enforce

that right on his behalf... Why [is the Supreme Court] not enforcing it?”

File photo of Justice Madan B. Lokur. Photo: PTI

New Delhi: In the first outspoken criticism

of the Supreme Court to emerge from a highly

regarded former judge of the court, Justice

Madan B. Lokur said he is “disappointed” by

the court’s functioning during the recent

COVID-19 lockdown crisis. “It is not fulfilling

its constitutional functions adequately,” he said,

adding, “The Supreme Court of India is capable

of doing a good job but I think they need to

introspect, they need to sit down, brainstorm

and figure out how to go ahead… Certainly it

should be more pro-active than it has been.”

Justice Lokur retired from the apex court in

December 2018 after a tenure that lasted over

six years.

In an interview to Karan Thapar for The

Wire to be published at 9.00 PM tonight, Justice

Lokur answered a range of questions covering

the court’s inadequate enforcement of the right

to life of migrant workers, its prioritisation of

cases on the basis of which some are heard

immediately and others indefinitely deferred,

and the inadequate exercise of its power of

judicial review over government policies and

action.

Speaking to The Wire about the three weeks

the court took to dispose of a petition on the

right to life of migrant workers, Justice Lokur

said: “Yes, I think the court let down these

migrants. Certainly.”

Referring to the court’s anodyne request to

the government to “take such steps as it finds

fit to help the migrant workers”, Justice Lokur

said: “ I think the court should have and could

have gone much further.” He said for the

Supreme Court to say “whatever steps you’re

taking is good enough is not an answer,

particularly in a situation like this.”

Asked by The Wire whether he agreed with

Chief Justice of India S.A. Bobde’s stand –

expressed in an interview to The Hindu on April

27 – that “this is not a situation where

declaration of rights has much priority or as

much importance as in other times”, Justice
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Lokur said: “To say that fundamental rights are

not so important today because of the prevailing

situation is the wrong way of looking at it.”

Justice Lokur said views similar to Chief

Justice Bobde’s had been voiced by the majority

in the infamous  ADM Jabalpur case but time

had proven the dissenting view of Justice H.R.

Khanna to be correct. “You can’t say today let’s

forget about the right to life. If you can’t forget

about the right to life during the Emergency, I

don’t see how you can forget about it today, “

he said.

Speaking to The Wire about the way the

Supreme Court has deferred cases to do with

migrant workers or NREGA payments but heard

within 15 hours Republic TV anchor Arnab

Goswami’s petition seeking protection against

multiple FIRs, Justice Lokur said “it was very

very wrong of the Supreme Court to have taken

up that case without it fitting in the category of

extreme urgency.”

“Given the situation, nothing was more

important than the right of the migrants wanting

to go back home, their shelter, their food, their

wages.,” he said. “This was of crucial importance

and extreme urgency. Against that you place a

case where (perhaps) 10 FIRs are filed. What

is the urgency? The police have not even acted

upon these FIRs. The possibility of an arrest is

almost zero… if you compare the plight of the

migrants, the plight of the poor, as against this

there is just no comparison at all. I think it’s

very, very wrong on the part of the Supreme

Court to have taken up that case without it fitting

in the category of extreme urgency.”

Asked if such prioritisations were a reflection

of Chief Justice Bobde’s priorities and thinking,

Justice Lokur told The Wire: “The buck has to

stop somewhere. Either it stops with the

secretary general [of the court] or it stops with

the Chief Justice… ultimately the buck has to

stop somewhere… It would be a good idea if

the Chief Justice conducts some sort of enquiry

to find out what went wrong.”

Speaking to The Wire about how the Supreme

Court has repeatedly deferred all the

constitutional petitions pertaining to the change

in status of Jammu and Kashmir and the

Citizenship (Amendment) Act, Justice Lokur

said: “It’s difficult to understand. These cases

are very important because they have the

character of affecting a very large section of

the people. Huge sections of society are

impacted. These cases should have been taken

up on a priority. I’m frankly not able to

understand why that priority has not been given

to these cases.”

Justice Lokur spoke in very similar terms

about the Supreme Court’s repeated deferral

of habeas corpus cases. He said: “This is a

matter of extreme urgency. A person is kept in

detention without a trial for months together.

These habeas corpus petitions should be heard.

How much time is it going to take? One hour?

Two hours? May be a day? Why not hear

them?”

Asked by The Wire if he accepted the

argument made by the lawyer Prashant Bhushan

in a recent article that the Supreme Court has

adopted “a hope and trust

jurisprudence…placing its entire trust in the

government” and “surrendered its power of

judicial review of the government’s policies,

directives and actions,” Justice Lokur disagreed

with the word “surrendered” but then went to

say, “It is not fulfilling its constitutional functions

adequately.”

“A person has a right,” he said. “If he has

that right, it has to be enforced. That’s it. You

can’t say I hope and trust that somebody will

enforce that right on his behalf. The person has

a right. Why are you not enforcing it? It (the

Supreme Court) is not fulfilling its constitutional

functions adequately.”

Finally asked if he was disappointed with the

Supreme Court, Justice Lokur said: “Yes, I am

disappointed. It is disappointing. Certainly.”

Courtesy The Wire, 30/Apr/2020.
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By ordering panel to review demand for 4G

internet in J&K, Supreme Court has abdicated its duty

The court asked the same executive that imposed the restrictions to review them.

Sruthisagar Yamunan

In the rest of India, when the internet is even

briefly disrupted due to technical problems,

customers often bombard mobile network

service providers with angry messages and

phone calls until the problem is fixed.

During the nationwide lockdown that has

been in place since March 25 to try to slow the

Covid-19 pandemic, mobile internet has become

even more crucial to access essential services

and information about the disease

But since August 5, when the Centre decided

to revoke Jammu and Kashmir’s special status

under the Constitution and convert it into two

Union Territories, the region has been placed

under severe restrictions, which have included

curbs on accessing mobile internet. As the rest

of the country depends on virtual meetings and

transactions to keep the life going, the people

of Jammu and Kashmir are told that they must

manage with 2G internet speed. This means that

it is almost impossible to stream a video or to

even access a mobile application.

But it seems that the gravity of the matter

has not adequately moved the Supreme Court

of India, which chose again on Monday to

accept the state’s contention that the nation’s

security has to be balanced with a commitment

fundamental rights.

Petitioners had asked the court to restore

4G internet in Jammu and Kashmir. After all,

the Supreme Court only in January had declared

that conducting business over the internet is a

fundamental right. In that January judgement,

the Supreme Court asked the same government

that imposed the restrictions to form a review

committee and periodically reassess the

restrictions.

Services have been restored partially but at

snail’s pace. Even after the coronavirus

lockdown was imposed, the government chose

to cite security reasons to deny residents of

Jammu and Kashmir access to 4G internet

services. As a consequence, even the Jammu

and Kashmir High Court has found it difficult

to function under the lockdown, with judges

using WhatsApp and landline phones to conduct

proceedings with lawyers in Kashmir, even as

courts in other places use video conferencing

Instead, on Monday, the court repeated what

it did in January: it discussed the problems in

detail in its order and then ceded ground yet

again to the executive that imposed the

restrictions in the first place.

Not satisfied with the existing review

committee, the Supreme Court formed a special

committee with officers of the central

government on it. But this is no improvement.

Jammu and Kashmir is now an Union Territory

and under the President’s rule, with the Centre

having great control over it. In such a situation,

to order that the review of the restrictions be

conducted by officials of the Union Ministry of

Home Affairs is an abdication of judicial duty.

Even as the Supreme Court allowed the

executive to review restrictions in Jammu and

Kashmir, it has shown zeal in matters that do not

require its oversight urgently. On May 11, for

example the Supreme Court chose to monitor

the beautification of a palace garden in Rajasthan.

No amount of rhetoric about the value of

India’s fundamental rights can compensate for

the actual enforcement of these rights.

Sruthisagar Yamunan is a Scroll.in staffer.

Courtesy Scroll.in, 14 May, 2020.
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UAPA being used as ‘intimidating’ tool

against citizens, protect right-wing offenders
Counterview Desk

Condemning the Modi government’s

“misuse” of the Unlawful Activities (Prevention)

Act (UAPA) during the Covid-19 crisis, more

than 60 human rights activists, student leaders

and academics, in a solidarity statement, have

said that the recent arrests of human rights

defenders across India have been taking place

in order to save the “real culprits” involved in

inciting communal and caste disturbances in the

recent past.

UAPA is being invoked, alleges the

statement, to “engineer the attempt to save

indictable people affiliated to the right-wing

ruling party like Kapil Mishra, Anurag Thakur,

Parvesh Verma, Sambhaji Bhide and Milind

Ekbote, who are still at large”, the statement

says, adding, “We firmly believe that the

extremely draconian and regressive amended

UAPA law has been strategically put in place

to exterminate both dissent and dissidents during

the lockdown.”

Text:

We, a group of activists and citizens of India,

express our deep concern over the recent

arrests on the false pretext that have been taking

place using the regressive Section 124A of the

Indian Penal Code and Unlawful Activities

(Prevention) Act (UAPA) by the Union

government.

When governments all over the world are

fighting against the COVID-19 pandemic and

trying to obliterate the Coronavirus, Modi

government using the opportunity created by the

lockdown is fighting dissidents and abolishing

them of their fundamental rights. People are

being picked up and put in jails under fictitious

cases.

It all began on December 17, 2019 when

Assam-based anti-corruption and Right to

Information activist Akhil Gogoi was charged

with sedition, intention to cause riot against

national integration, punishment for criminal

conspiracy and unlawful association under the

amended Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Act,

or UAPA. He became the first person to be

tried under the amended UAPA.

On April 14, 2020, Anand Teltumbde and

Gautam Navlakha faced arrest under UAPA

by the National Investigative Agency. Several

issues raised by People's Union for Democratic

Reform (PUDR) and other organisations point

out the Union government’s alleged conspiracy

to fabricate cases against the 11 activists who

were wrongfully arrested in the Bhima

Koregaon criminal case.

FIRs relating to this violence have been

selectively acted upon, such that the perpetrators

of the violence, Sambhaji Bhide and Milind

Ekbote (both associated with the RSS), are still

at large, while persons unrelated to the event

and not named in the FIRs have been arrested

and incarcerated for 18-20 months without bail.

This is mainly because of their work with some

of India’s most vulnerable communities, like

Adivasis and Dalits. Both of them are more than

65 years old and have underlying heart ailments.

On April 20, 2020, Jammu and Kashmir

police had booked Masrat Zahra, a 26-year-old

internationally-acclaimed photojournalist, under

Section 13 of UAPA and Section 505 of the

Indian Penal Code in the cyber Police Station

at Srinagar. It was noted that the police

statement only called her a 'Facebook user' and

not a journalist.

On the same date, Delhi Police booked

Jamia Millia Islamia students Meeran Haider

and Safoora Zargar under the UAPA, in a case

related to North East Delhi riots that took place
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in February. They also booked former

Jawaharlal Nehru University student Umar

Khalid.

On April 26, 2020, Shifa-Ur-Rehman, the

President of Jamia Millia Islamia Alumni

Association and a member of Jamia

Coordination Committee was again booked

under UAPA for alleged involvement in the

North-East Delhi riots and was subsequently

arrested by the Special Cell of the Delhi Police.

While passing the law in Rajya Sabha in

2019, Home Minister Amit Shah claimed that

UAPA’s only purpose was to fight terrorism

Delhi Police went to All India Students'

Association (AISA)'s Delhi President

Kawalpreet Kaur’s House on April 27 and

seized her mobile phone in the name of enquiry

into the Delhi communal violence. The seizure

memo provided to her also cites an FIR with a

slew of charges including the draconian UAPA.

Looking at all the cases together, we firmly

believe that the extremely draconian and

regressive amended UAPA law has been

strategically put in place to exterminate both,

dissent and dissidents during the lockdown

period due to Covid-19 pandemic. UAPA allows

the government to proscribe individuals as

terrorists and permits more officers of the

National Investigation Agency to probe cases.

A person charged under the act can be jailed

for up to seven years. While passing the law in

Rajya Sabha in 2019, Home Minister Amit Shah

claimed that "UAPA’s only purpose was to fight

terrorism", but now it is being used as a tool for

intimidating citizens and eliminating opposition

being faced by the government on various of its

policies.

With the help of these arrests, the Union

government is trying its best to put the blame of

North East Delhi riots on Anti-Citizenship

Amendment Act (CAA), National Register of

Citizens (NRC) and National Population

Register (NPR) protestors and change the

narrative altogether as they did in the Bhima

Koregaon case.

These arrests are being made despite the

United Nations High Commissioner for Human

Rights urging all states to release “every person

detained without sufficient legal basis, including

political prisoners, and those detained for critical,

dissenting views” on April 3, 2020.

Union government is saving the real culprits,

whereas, young students, activists and

coordination committee members who

participated in the Anti-CAA protests in

different parts of India are being wrongfully

arrested. It is an engineered attempt to save

indictable people affiliated to the right-wing

ruling party like Kapil Mishra, Anurag Thakur,

Parvesh Verma, Sambhaji Bhide and Milind

Ekbote, who are still at large.

We strongly condemn these unethical

attempts being made by the Union government

to change the narrative of these engineered acts

of violence time and again. We stand together

in solidarity with the people that are being

suppressed by these regressive laws and

demand their immediate release.

We also request all citizens to come and

stand in solidarity against the draconian

Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Act and its

targeted misuse by the State, especially during

the lockdown due to COVID-19, to silence and

threaten activists, students and organisations that

are critical of the central government.

Courtesy Counterview, May 1, 2020.

His megalomaniacal plan to erect a new

New Delhi as a monument to his rule is

progressing briskly. For six years, Modi’s

malice, hubris, and ineptitude have managed

to ravage India in every conceivable way.

Instituting indentured servitude is now his idea

of healing it.

Courtesy The Critic, 11 May, 2020

  Contd. from page 16 ...

How Modi turned Covid-19...
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Officially, the stand of the government on a

high court petition seeking registration of a case

against Mishra is that the “time is not ripe” for

filing an FIR. Yet this has not come in the way

of the police arresting 10 anti-CAA activists.

At a time when the entire country is on a

pandemic-induced lockdown and only essential

services are being allowed to operate, should

the Central government have hurriedly begun

acting on its hypothesis that the recent communal

violence in North-East Delhi was provoked or

planned by anti-CAA protestors? This is not just

an academic poser but a question that needs to

be addressed with utmost urgency while

examining the Modi government’s priorities in

the face of one of the biggest public health, social

and economic crises to hit independent India.

A little over a month into the lockdown,

students and alumni of Jamia Millia Islamia

University who had participated in and organised

protests against the Citizenship (Amendment)

Act on campus are being served notices by the

Delhi Police. Some of them have been arrested

for allegedly ‘hatching a conspiracy’ that led to

riots in the national capital and booked under

the draconian Unlawful Activities (Prevention)

Act (UAPA).

Some of these students may have visited

protest sites in North-East Delhi, but that does

not mean they were involved in organising the

protests that came up on the Shaheen Bagh

model. The case made out by the police also

fails to take into account the fact that anti-CAA

protest sites in Jaffrabad, Maujpur, Kardampuri,

Gokulpuri and Shiv Vihar were targeted by mobs

during the communal violence that raged in these

parts of North-East Delhi in February. Never

mind the fact that the violence broke out within

hours of BJP politician Kapil Mishra’s speech

where he threatened to remove the anti-CAA

protesters who were staging a demonstration

outside the Jaffrabad Metro station if the police

did not do so within three days.

Officially, the stand of the government on a

high court petition seeking registration of a case

against Mishra is that the “time is not ripe” for

filing an FIR. Yet this has not come in the way

of  an FIR, numbered 59/2020 – first registered

by the Crime Branch on March 6, 2020 –

naming JNU student Umar Khalid and a person

by the name of Danish as the prime accused.

Subsequently, Jamia students Meeran Haider

and  Safoora Zargar were arrested in connection

with the allegations stated in the FIR. Safoora

is three months pregnant.

After the arrest of Haider (who is also

president of the youth wing of the Rashtriya

Janata Dal in Delhi)  and Zargar (who was the

Jamia Coordination Committee’s media

coordinator) in the first two weeks of April, the

Special Cell added UAPA charges to the FIR.

Shifa-Ur Rehman, the president of the Alumni

Association of Jamia Millia Islamia (AAJMI),

was arrested on April 26. There are also reports

that close to 50 members of the Jamia

Coordination Committee, which includes

students and alumni, have been served notices

by the Special Cell of the Delhi Police.

A close look at FIR 59/2020

It is important to take a closer look at the

FIR because of which Meeran, Safoora and

Rehman are currently behind bars.

FIR number 59/2020 was registered by the

Crime Branch police station in Delhi on March

6, 2020, on the complaint of Sub-Inspector

Arvind Kumar. According to the FIR, “the SI

has learnt through his sources that the communal

The Delhi Violence FIRs Are Like Blank
Cheques, to be Encashed By the Police Any Time

Seemi Pasha
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riot incidents in Delhi that took place on February

23, 24 and 25, were part of a preplanned

conspiracy. The conspiracy to spread the riots

was hatched by JNU student Umar Khalid and

his associates who are linked to a number of

organisations.”

As per the FIR, Umar Khalid gave

provocative speeches at various places and

appealed to Muslims to block roads and public

places during US president Donald Trump’s visit

to India. The FIR alleges this was done as part

of propaganda to show that atrocities are being

committed against Muslims in India.

To this end, the FIR says, “firearms, petrol

bombs, acid bottles, stones, sling shots and other

dangerous items were collected in homes in

Maujpur, Kardampuri, Jaffrabad, Chand Bagh,

Gokulpuri, and Shiv Vihar and nearby areas.”

The FIR says that Danish, a resident of

Bhajanpura (in North-East  Delhi), was given

the responsibility of collecting women and

children to block the Jaffrabad metro station to

create tension in the area. This, according to

the FIR, led to riots in North-East Delhi.

The FIR also states that on the day the

violence started (February 23), people belonging

to a ‘minority community’ picked up their

children from some schools as part of a

premeditated plan (before the violence started).

The case is currently being investigated by

the New Delhi Range of the Special Cell. The

FIR was initially registered under IPC sections

147, 148, 149 and 120(B), which relate to rioting,

armed with deadly weapon and unlawful

assembly. All of these sections are bailable.

After the case was transferred to the Special

Cell, charges of conspiracy to commit murder

(302), attempt to murder (307), sedition (124

A), promoting enmity between different

communities on grounds of religion (153 A) and

sections under the arms act were added.

Of the two prime suspects named in the FIR,

Danish was arrested and later granted bail.

Khalid has still not been questioned.

On April 21, the police added sections 13,

16, 17 and 18 of the stringent UAPA to the FIR.

These sections pertain to offences of unlawful

activity, commission of a terrorist act, collecting

funds for a terrorist act and conspiracy for

committing a terrorist act.

‘This FIR seems to be a new innovation

in criminal law’

Advocate Sarim Naved, who is representing

Meeran Haider, says this FIR is nothing but a

blatant attempt to politicise the communal

violence in North-East Delhi by blaming anti-

CAA protesters for it.

According to Naved, “One of the basic

things in criminal law is that you have a

proceeding based on a crime. The FIR has to

say that a crime has been committed. This

investigation is about a vague conspiracy that

may or may not have inspired a hate crime or

communal violence.”

He adds, “This FIR seems to be a new

innovation in criminal law. There is no way that

any terrorism charges are prima facie made out

here. It is a very tenuous charge. The smoking

gun is completely missing. You are working

backwards from where people have been killed.

You are saying it is a result of the anti-CAA

protests and then you are picking up students

who were on the ground, not necessarily

organising the protest but supporting the cause.”

A person charged under ordinary criminal

law can be sent to police custody for a maximum

of 15 days, whereas under the UAPA an

accused person can be remanded to police

custody for a maximum of 30 days. Further,

under ordinary criminal law, a chargesheet has

to be filed within 90 days from the date of arrest

failing which an accused is granted bail.

But under the UAPA, the police have a

maximum of 180 days to file the chargesheet

with the judge’s permission.  This means that

FIR 59/2020 is a potent weapon in the hands of

the Delhi Police’s Special Cell.
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Naved points out that Danish was granted

bail when the charges in the FIR were still

bailable. He could not be arrested later after

more stringent charges were added because

someone who is granted bail in a matter cannot

ordinarily be arrested again when other charges

are added to the same FIR. That condition might

change now that UAPA has been added to the

FIR.

The lawyer further states that given the fact

that Umar Khalid was named as an accused on

March 6, 2020 and has not been asked to come

for questioning even once, his status as an

accused is unclear. However, till the time the

police files a chargesheet in court clarifying that

no evidence could be found against him, it has

to be assumed that charges are made out against

everyone.

“It seems as if they don’t want to arrest

Umar Khalid,” Naved comments, adding that it

may have something to do with the fact that the

case is too weak. “This FIR is like a blank

cheque which can be encashed any time. They

can use it against him even after one year. His

arrest is one phone call away. The police can

call him anytime and ask him to come to the

police station,” he says.

A total of 10 people have been arrested under

FIR 59/2020 as of April 20. This includes Khalid

Saifi and Ishrat Jehan and Sabu Ansari, who

were arrested on February 26 over allegations

of inciting violence against the police at the anti-

CAA protest site in Khureji Khas. They were

named in FIR 44/2020, registered at the

Jagatpuri Police Station, and later asked to join

the probe relating to FIR 59/2020.

This means that they too are now facing

terror charges for organising anti-CAA protests.

FIR No 59/2020 is likely to open the floodgates

for the possible arrest of more anti-CAA

protesters across the national capital.

A group of eminent citizens including

academicians, historians, filmmakers and

activists who have come together under the

banner of Campaign against Witch-hunt of anti-

CAA activists, have questioned this FIR. A

statement released by them says, “F.I.R. means

First Information Report, i.e., the receipt of

information that a cognizable offence has been

committed. However, FIR no 59/2020, shows a

glorious absence of any information. It has

conjectures, yes, even a theory of what the

complainant, a sub-inspector of the Delhi Police

thinks, has transpired, but certainly no

information. By hypothesizing that Muslims did

not send their children to schools on the day

violence broke out, it attempts to elevate

prejudice and conspiracy theories typical of

WhatsApp bilge to ‘legal fact’.”

A timeline of arrests of Jamia students

and alumnus

The opaque circumstances surrounding the

arrest of Jamia  PhD scholars Haider and

Zargar and  alumnus Rehman has left the entire

student community at Jamia Millia Islamia

feeling jittery.

The timelines of their arrests is as follows:

Meeran Haider

• March 31: Was served a notice by the

Special Cell and asked to join the

investigation on March 31, 2020.

• April 1: Haider presented himself at the

Special Cell office where he was

questioned for several hours and then

arrested.

• April 2: He was produced before a

magistrate and sent to four days police

custody.

• April 6: The magistrate granted a further

extension of police custody till April 15,

after which he was sent to judicial

custody in Tihar Jail.

• April 20: His bail application before the

magistrate was withdrawn to approach

the sessions court for bail. On the same

day Meeran’s lawyer was informed
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that UAPA sections are being added

to the FIR.

Safoora Zargar

• April 10: She was arrested by the

Special Cell in connection with FIR 48/

2020 filed in the Jaffrabad road-block

case. She was taken from her residence

in Ghaffar Manzil in Jamia Nagar to

the Special Cell office on Lodhi Road.

• April 11: Her legal team applied for bail

which was listed for two days later.

• April 13: She was presented before a

magistrate in Mandoli Jail where she

was granted bail.

• Simultaneously on the same day, her

name was added to FIR 59/2020 and

she was arrested again, which meant

that she continued behind bars.

• JCC members claim her lawyers had

to race between Karkadooma Court

and Mandoli jail to argue her case. She

was granted bail in the Jaffrabad Road

Block case but not in connection with

FIR 59/2020.

• April 15: She was produced before a

magistrate in Tihar jail but her lawyers

were not informed.

• April 18: Her bail application was listed

for hearing but the investigating officer

couldn’t find a clear reply and was

asked by the court to do the same.

• April 21: The bail was dismissed without

hearing. Her lawyers pleaded for

sometime and were granted 5 minutes.

After hearing for exactly 5 minutes, her

bail was dismissed again.

• All this despite the fact that Zargar is

three months pregnant, something that

has been repeatedly mentioned by her

lawyers in her bail application.

Shifa-Ur-Rehman

• April 26, 2020: Arrested and presented

in the court of Additional Sessions

Judge Sanjeev Kumar Jain, in the

Patiala House Court, where the Special

Cell sought 12 days police custody.

• According to the Special Cell, Rehman

was found to be “actively involved

behind the conspiracy hatched in setting

up anti-CAA/NPR/NRC protests at

various protest sites, i.e., Jamia,

Shaheen Bagh, Seelampur, Khureji,

Inderlok and Hauz Rani”.

• The Special Cell claims that along with

other members of the Jamia

Coordination Committee (JCC),

Rehman visited various protest sites to

“coordinate the protest”.

• The police also claim that during

interrogation it was revealed that

Rehman had received funds from

Jamia alumni based in Middle Eastern

Countries.

He has been arrested under FIR 59/2020

and booked for murder, attempt to murder,

rioting, Arms Act and sections under the UAPA.

Jamia students living in constant fear

Students who were part of the anti-CAA

protests in Jamia Millia Islamia say they are
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living in constant fear of being picked up by the

police.

Speaking on condition of anonymity, one of

the members of the Jamia Coordination

Committee said that Zargar and Haider were

arrested because they were the ‘admin’ of the

official JCC WhatsApp group and were

coordinating protest information with close to

170 media platforms.

The student said that they were so spooked

by Haider and Zargar’s  arrest that they have

deleted the JCC WhatsApp group from their

phones. He also claimed that about 50-60

students from Jamia are under surveillance and

terrified of being booked under false cases.

Another university student, also a member

of the JCC, said he had stopped taking calls

because he was certain his phone was being

tracked. He also said that he was not sure how

many JCC members had been served notices

by the police because he was not stepping out

of his house either.

Clearly, pandemic or no pandemic, it is

business as usual for the powers that be when

it comes to their approach towards peaceful

dissent against their policies.

Seemi Pasha is an independent

multimedia journalist based in Delhi. She

can be reached at seemi_pasha on

twitter.
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NE Delhi Riots: Demanding a Status Report

Make Investigations Transparent and FIRs public
About eighty days after the riots that

convulsed NE Delhi, what is the status of the

investigation into the ‘over 700’ FIRs reportedly

registered, according to the Home Minister’s

statement in Parliament on 11 March, two

months ago? If recent media reportage of the

investigation and prosecution in the riots related

cases is to be followed, the impression conveyed

is that a group of persons, mostly Muslims, were

responsible for the riots and the many acts of

gruesome violence in it, in which the majority

of those affected were also Muslims. While

there has been no sharing of information with

the media on the progress of the vast majority

of the ‘over 700’ FIRs registered, the police

have however put forward (through the

selective pursuit of a particular line of

investigation) the theory of an alleged

‘conspiracy’ that sees the riots as the handiwork

of Muslims and anti-CAA protest organizers.

PUDR strongly condemns this blatant attempt

to actively derail justice by rescripting the truth

of the NE Delhi riots, under the active aegis of

the State. Based on its own fact-finding

investigation, interviews with victims and

lawyers, media reports and official statements,

PUDR would like to draw attention to the

following points:

1. The police have cherry-picked selective

FIRs to construct their own narrative -notable

among these is FIR 59/20, filed by the Crime

Branch on 6 March, where the complainant is

also a police officer acting on information

received from a supposed ‘special informer.’

This FIR initially cited bailable offences but has

been incrementally added to by the police to

now include allegations under Sections 13, 16,

17 and 18 of the draconian UAPA.

‘Investigation’ under this has been peculiarly

speedily pursued under the COVID-19

lockdown, and this has meant that youth,

volunteers and protest organizers are daily being

summoned for interrogations by the Special Cell,

their phones seized etc. – some (especially those
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with an association with Jamia Milia Islamia

University) have been arrested. The

combination of the threat of UAPA and

lockdown conditions has meant that possibility

for those being thus accused to challenge this

legally has been severely restricted.

 2. The frightening scale of the speed and

lack of transparency with which this cover-up

is proceeding became apparent when a recent

RTI application about the numbers killed in the

riots yielded a response from DCP (Crime) of

‘23 deaths’ in contrast to the 52 mentioned by

the Home Minister two months ago and 53

confirmed deaths widely reported in the press.

The numbers arrested was also represented as

much lower than had been reported by the police

earlier, and in the Parliament.

3. This re-scripting is underway not only

through misinformation in the public domain, but

also through the records produced by the state,

through the particular ways in which the FIRs

are written. Independent news and fact-finding

reports have shown that about three-fourths of

those killed (38 out of the 53 recorded) during

the riots were Muslims, as were the majority of

those injured, or those who lost their homes and

property to arson. These and many other plain

facts which were known about the riots through

media reports are being carefully sought to be

driven out of public memory. This is being done

by drawing attention away from the charges

against BJP leader Kapil Mishra and his

ultimatum on 23 February, Anurag Thakur,

Ragini Tewari, and the role of largely Hindu

murderous, violent mobs responsible for

attacking, brutally beating, burning and killing

Muslims, mobs encountered by journalists who

were allowed to go only because of their Hindu

names, an account of men in uniform beating

up Muslim youth, compelling them to sing the

national anthem, police refusing to allow

ambulances into the area to take injured

Muslims to hospitals at the height of the violence

among many other reports. It has also emerged

that the police were illegally detaining and

torturing Muslims during the riots (eg. at PS

Dayalpur, apparently from 24-28 February). At

PS Jagatpuri lawyers who went to ask for

access to detainees were beaten up.

4. The FIR is one of the most important

instruments through which the police could have

control over what is regarded as the truth–it is

the first document through which a crime is

‘cognized,’ its contents forming the basis for

subsequent investigation. Discrepancies in the

recording of FIR can lead to improper

investigation and later to acquittal of the guilty.

For the victims of NE Delhi riots, the act of

filing complaints, lodging FIRs was the first

challenge. Some victims, Muslims, who went

to file complaints reported that they were

beaten up at police stations in the immediate

aftermath. In some cases in which murdered

victims’ families were able to file FIRs, they

have been under enormous pressure from police

to withdraw charges, and change their version.

Further the police refused to file or misreported

‘missing persons’ complaints by Muslims – in

one case, where the complaint was mis-reported,

the family of the missing victim had to eventually

approach the High Court on 4 March to get their

complaint registered. This missing person’s

corpse was later one of those recovered from

the NE Delhi drains.

5. PUDR has been able to access, and has

in its possession about 40 FIRs (into crimes that

occurred during the riots) which it has

scrutinized. These reveal certain crucial

distortions and discrepancies. In some cases

where Muslim complainants could, after

considerable effort, lodge complaints of arson,

looting, destruction of their property, the police

deliberately diluted the charges, dropping non-

bailable charges against Hindu accused. There

are instances of single FIRs combining multiple

incidents of different places – vexing the

possibility for future investigation and

prosecution– opening possibilities of wrongful
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arrests. Another common problem is that the

police are themselves complainants in several

FIRs, despite the presence of other witnesses

and of victims/survivors. This implies essentially

that the police person was observing the

violence, not acting to stop it, and responsible

for ‘dereliction of duty.’ More immediately, this

practice of police lodged FIRs meant that victims

could not demand the FIR as a right or intervene

in the court during prosecution etc. Those

arrested, or called for interrogations, their

lawyers and families, are also struggling to gain

access to FIRs under which Muslims are

continuing to be regularly detained.

6. Given the role of the police in the NE

Delhi riots, their complicity with the aggressors

through acts of omission and commission

reported during and after the riots, there can be

more than ‘reasonable doubt’ about the content

and nature of the not just these but all other

FIRs pertaining to the riots that the police have

lodged.  – especially because most of the FIRs

are not available for public scrutiny. Such

distortions as we have already found were not

so innocent and quite likely deliberately inserted

and retained. They could ensure that

investigation would be skewed, the guilty escape

prosecution, and innocent charged. In the

context of the communal bias in policing already

evident during the riots, this would lead to further

targeting of Muslims. Above all it would lead to

a massive miscarriage of justice. There is thus

clearly a need to make all the FIRs pertaining

to the riots public to ensure transparency in

investigation, and counter the bias, already

demonstrated. It is also not unreasonable, under

the circumstances, to suspect a similar bias in

the collection of evidence – CCTV footage,

phone records, photographs, videos as well as

physical remains at the sites of crime. There is

need to monitor the process of evidence

collection closely and ensure its neutrality.

7. It needs to be noted that while the

comparison of NE Delhi riots of Feb 2020 and

Gujarat genocide of Feb-March 2002 has been

made elsewhere, and its nature, and validity may

be debated, it is clear that some of these

distortions in the way FIRs were lodged were

very similar – the combined or ‘running FIRs’,

lodging of FIR by police, dilution of charges

against Hindu accused. FIRs included attacks

by large (typically unidentified) Hindu mobs and

identified Muslims. The results are today known

– these FIRs as well as the very selective

investigation and gathering of evidence led in

several instances to Muslims being arrested or

jailed for murders of Muslims, destruction of

mosques, dargahs etc. They also led obstructed

fair investigation and contributed significantly

to the denial of justice.

 8. Through the COVID-19 lockdown

period, the police have also continued issuing

summons, arresting or extending of remand of

those implicated in other riot related FIRs – the

majority of whom are also Muslims. Media

reports on these ‘rampant arrests’ have shown

that this is blatant violation of their democratic

rights – to legal representation and also right to

life. The interventions by the head of the Delhi

Minorities Commission questioning this selective

arresting and prosecution of Muslims in the NE

Delhi riots form the background to the recent

charge of ‘sedition’ being imposed on him for a

tweet. The charging, arrests of prominent

Muslims could serve as an intimidatory tactic

by the state authorities to deter any questioning

of blatantly biased policing and prosecution.

9. In this entire exercise of officially re-

scripting the riots certain crucial points are being

sought to be willfully erased. The first is that

the anti–CAA protests being now criminalized

and misrepresented through the ‘political

conspiracy’ theory, had been going on peacefully

in different sites for months. They had been

constitutional and legitimate. The present official

effort also aims to deliberately push to the

background the concerns it had been peacefully

raising. The second more crucial point being
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elided is the failure of the state to investigate

and prosecute the accused in the massive violent

attack by the police and state agencies on the

Jamia students’ protests against the CAA in

December 2019. Most of the NE Delhi and

other anti-CAA protests had originated after this

brutal attack. The police’s entry into the campus,

attack on students in the library on 15 December

etc. had drawn international criticism and it is

significant that in January 2020 the University

authorities sought registration of FIR, and further

video evidence emerged in the case in February

2020. No FIR has yet been filed and the MHA

is apparently not interested in pursuing it.  The

third point that is being sadly forgotten is the

need for fair recording of incidents, investigation

and collection of evidence, the basis for a fair

trial and prerequisite of justice.

In the light of the above PUDR demands

(1) That arrests, detentions, interrogation by

the various agencies – Crime Branch, SITs,

Special Cell and Delhi Police – in connection

with the NE Delhi riots cases of 2020, during

the COVID lockdown be stopped immediately.

(2) That all FIRs lodged in the NE Delhi riots

be made public. Discrepancies and distortions

need to be rectified so that the guilty do not

escape prosecution.
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(3) That transparent and fair investigation

into the NE Delhi riots be initiated anew and

these various agencies be made accountable to

abide by constitutional norms. The investigation

should be handed over to an independent agency

and FIRs be registered anew, victims and their

family members be given security and

protection, and all victims and survivors be

treated equally regardless of religion, economic

or social background, or political opinion. All

state representatives guilty of communal acts

during the riots – by omission or commission –

should also be investigated and punished.

(4)  That an FIR be immediately filed and a

fair thorough investigation be undertaken into

the violent attack by police on Jamia Milia Islamia

students and in the institution December 2019,

and the guilty police be prosecuted and punished.

(5) A time-bound judicial commission of

enquiry by a retired judge of the Supreme Court

be established to investigate the NE Delhi riots

of 2020. 

Radhika Chitkara, Vikas Kumar, 

Secretaries, PUDR

pudr-info@pudr.org mailing list

https://ml-cgn06.ispgateway.de/mailman/

listinfo/pudr-info_pudr.org
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 People’s Union for Civil Liberties {PUCL},

Delhi and Citizens For Democracy (CFD),

Delhi view with grave concern the manner in

which the Delhi Police has been arresting large

number of activists who were in the forefront

of the recent anti-CAA campaign in Delhi.

These activists are sought to be implicated and

charged for pre-mediated conspiracy in

organising the recent Delhi violence, and

surprisingly, the anti-terror laws like UAPA and

Sedition are being used against them. The

police claim that it has been doing its job with

sincerity and impartiality.  During three days

between 23rd and 25th February, 2020 when

violence was in full swing, videos were in

circulation in which angry young men, wearing

helmets and waving swords, chanting

provocative slogans against the Muslims, could

be seen on mobiles. There were frantic calls

to police for help but no help came.  In one

day, as per reports, there were around 1400

messages to police seeking help but the same

went unheeded. Violence was allowed to

spread unchecked. Violent mobs were not even

allowing the injured to be taken to the hospital

and a group of citizens had to approach the

Delhi High court at dead of night on 26 Feb.

for getting an order against the police as a

result of which the latter spurred to action for

helping injured.   In the end there were 53

deaths, around 200 injured and property worth

crores of rupees was destroyed and looted.

 Muslims bore the major brunt of violence - as

two third of the dead were Muslims. A retired

Police Commissioner of Delhi remarked, “If

the police had been doing their duties, some of

the deaths could have been avoided.” 

Now taking advantage of the prevailing lock

down, the police is targeting the prominent

activists, mainly Muslims, who were actively

involved in anti-CAA and anti-NRC agitation,

not sparing even a young woman activist,

namely Safoora Zargar, who is pregnant. Some

other names are Shifa-ur-Rehman, President

of Jamia Alumni Association, Meeran Haider

and Gulfisa. Umar Khalid, former JNU student

and Kawalpreet Kaur of All India Students

Association (AISA) are also being

investigated.  It is understood that the police

is acting at the behest of the Home Ministry

which is under a Home Minister who was

openly campaigning against the anti-CAA

protesters during the recent election in Delhi.

The prime motive of this exercise seems to be

to silence the voice of dissent in the garb of

investigating Delhi violence. It would be a sad

day for any democracy if decisions to arrest

such activists are taken on political

considerations which are intended to be

favourable to the ruling party. It is a sure

source of subverting the rule of law. In this

context the following words of the Report of

the Shah Commission of Enquiry {1978} on

the misuse of police are relevant:

“...The politician who uses a public servant

for purely political purposes and the public

servant who allows himself to be so used

are both debasing themselves and doing a

signal disservice to the country.”     

PUCL & CFD Statement :

People’s Union For Civil Liberties (PUCL) & Citizens For Democracy (CFD), Delhi

Dt.13th May, 2020

Press statement on the arrests of 

anti-CAA activists by Delhi Police

( To be Contd....on Page - 33 )
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Let us revisit the Rig Veda
Vinod Jain

MN Roy wanted 20th century Renaissance

to take place in India. He might have thought

that his followers might be able to take up the

initial steps. They could not have done that. He

had trained and prepared them to participate in

the struggle for India’s Independence. At this

they were very good. But they were not in a

position to work for Renaissance then. They

were not trained or prepared for it. Besides,

India at that time was socially and culturally

steeped in backwardness. 20th century

Renaissance could not have taken place.

We might try to take a peep into our past. If

there were good things that we may take a cue

from, we should try to explore them. So here, I

suggest, let us revisit the Rig Veda.

The Vedas are among India’s earliest

literature. It is voluminous. It took a very long

time to get recorded. “The Vedic period is

dimmed by obscurity, but it may be placed

between 2500 and 600 BC” (S. Radhakrishnan).

MN Roy is not alone in referring to the

“childishness of the Vedic Natural Religion....”

(Materialism, page 77). Even Sarvepalli

Radhakrishnan says: “they have been referred

to as primeval child-like naive prayers, as the

allegorical representations of the attributes of

the Supreme Deity, sacrificial compositions of

a primitive race....”

During the last seven decades what I have

noticed is that certain people who would like to

be counted among the learned would refer to

the Vedas as well as the Upanishadas etc. with

great reverence, as the storehouse of knowledge

and wisdom. But never ever have I heard them

suggesting to others to go to them, to read them

first hand. As if these are holy books that better

be hidden from the people.

I feel like placing a bit of it before the readers

so as to acquaint them with it first hand. Then

ask them to think about it it and if they like, to

ponder over it and to go deep into it.

When we send our children to school, first

to play and socialize, then to learn the alphabet

and so on, we never ever ask them to be in awe

of their primers but to playfully learn it and

absorb it. Similarly, I should be asking the readers

to see for themselves how the childhood of

Indian humanity was evolving, what it was that

they were groping, what were their feelings and

desires, and how they were going about them.

There are about five dozen Gods and

Goddesses in the Rigveda who are propitiated

through havans i.e. offerings into a consecrated

fire. These include Indra, Agni, Marut etc. A

fire is lit with some ritual and somrus (some

wine-type decoction that is drinkable and

enjoyable by men and is supposedly drinkable

and enjoyable by the gods) is offered to the gods,

and something is asked in return from them.

These rituals are conducted by Rishis. A full

paragraph-wide ritual is not quoted, only a

sentence or two is, from some hymns.  Factually

these are:

1. Singers and Scholars worshipped Indra

with the help of mantras.... That India

may make available to us lots of wealth

and luxuries. 5[13]

2. Hey Vayu! come, here is placed this

somrus mixed with milk and filtered,

please drink this. The Indra and Vayu

gods that touch the sky are invited for

the purpose of drinking the somras....

The learned people invite them for their

defence....  3[8]

3. Along with Maruts we invite Indra. They

may come here to drink somras and be

satiated.... you please destroy (our)

enemies.... 7[9]

4. Hey honourable Agne! Just as things

are given by father to son, by brother

to brother, and a friend to friend, so you
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please be a giver to us.... 3[20]

5. ....Hey Indra! this Somrus is for you....

you may please fill the house with

luxuries.... 5[28]

6. ....Hey Agni! Please give us the ability

to receive wealth.... 8[33]

7. ....We perform this yajna with the desire

for beautiful area, beautiful path and

decent wealth. May our sins be

destroyed. 2[4].

It is like this all through the section one of

the Rig Veda from where the above are quoted.

And it must have been all through the Vedas

that are referred to by MN Roy as “the

childishness of the Vedic Natural Religion.”

Here the persons, whom we refer to as

rishis now, are doing a ritual in which they are

requesting with great respect to one of the

approximately five dozen gods for a favour. The

favour asked for is generally wealth and well-

being and sometimes security or both. For this

they are offering Somrus, which they believe

will give enjoyment to the god in question. These

offerings are made by persons who are ordinary

human beings, who are educated to the extent

that they can make/ create hyms to propitiate

the gods and goddesses. These persons are

aware that there are forces of nature like air,

water, fire, earth etc. Which shape and affect

life. They are also aware of cause and effect

— that if something is happening then it must

be caused by something. That those who are

causing these must be other persons much more

powerful than themselves because these things

like air, water, fire and earth could be handled

by only those who are more powerful than

ordinary persons. The gods and goddesses,

though much larger in size and capacity, must

be much like the human beings propitiating

them. Because then only the somrus, which is

enjoyable by those who make it, will be enjoyed

by those to whom it is offered. Thereby the gods

and goddesses are sensual not super-sensual.

Similarly, they are not super-natural or

super-human.

These persons when they prepare something

then something got prepared (say somrus).

When they used fire to burn something, that

something got burnt. That is to say to every

effect there must be a cause. The things they

(these persons) could handle were small.

They realised that it was beyond them to

handle bigger things (or forces). So those who

were handling them must be bigger or more

powerful then themselves. But those others, gods

and goddesses, were very much like themselves.

These persons who were living on earth

were part of nature, And those god and

goddesses who were being propitiated were also

part of this nature. So there was nothing in this

persons’ thoughts and actions that were even

remotely otherworldly. These persons were

asking their gods and goddesses for things

(wealth) that would fulfill their lives with

enjoyment. It may not be out of place here to

refer to a situation that developed much later in

our history, when the Brahmins made fun of

the thinker Charvak for proposing enjoyment

of life as one of the objectives of an average

human’s life. Not only this, they almost

completely destroyed Charvak’s works and

thoughts. And in this, India lost a most important

chunk of its history and philosophy.

Today we talk of reason and rationality. If

we look at the Rig Veda and its rishis and try to

understand what was going on in their minds as

it gets reflected from these Rig Vedic writings,

we should be pleasantly surprised. They were

making use of reason as much as was available

to them. They knew that when they did

something then something else resulted or when

something happened then from that something

else resulted. From this they deduced that there

is a phenomenon of cause and effect. This

relationship of cause and effect is one of the

most fundamental things that early humans learnt

and applied. They took further their

understanding and applied it to the phenomena
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of nature and concluded that there should be

others like them but more powerful, who are

handling the phenomena of nature around them.

And these powerful others — naturally like

them — could be propitiated so as to help them,

hence the Rig Vedic hymns. This is called by

anthropologists as primitive logic or reason, but

reason all the same.

One more thing that we may notice in the

Rig Veda is that the things that the rishis are

dealing with are things of real life and of real

concerns to them. And the Gods and Goddesses

they are imagining are equally real, belonging

to this world and supposedly handling the forces

of this real world. And the rishis are asking for

things that are real — wealth and security. In

all this there is no trace of what we think as

‘religion’. It is quite another matter that

anthropologists may like to call it Natural

Religion.

Similarly, the things that we get to know from

the Rig Veda are all material, nothing in material

about them. They are all real, nothing abstract

about them. Why then should we not come to

think of it as implied materialism?

At one place in the Rig Veda one person

ask another as to what is there beyond the stars.

The second person replied that he does not know,

but suggest that maybe the Gods would know.

Then the first person wonders whether even

the Gods would know. It shows their desire, their

curiosity to know. But even more than that they

respected their gods and goddesses and even

feared them. Now to have developed such

strong scepticism is something extreme. It is

like a staunch God-fearing person today to doubt

His ability to know about anything. In the days

of Rig Veda it would be extreme for a person

believing in the gods to have scepticism about

his ability to know as to what is beyond the stars.

May be, this man realised that his Gods belonged

to this world, and maybe the stars are too far

away even for them. Curiosity may come

naturally even to a child, but scepticism cannot

be a trait of too ordinary a mind.

Very many in this land know the famous lines

that came from the Rig Veda: “asto ma sad

gamay, tamso ma jyotirgamaya” — O mother

take me from untruth to truth, from darkness to

light.

Something must have happened that we

strayed from the path of curiosity and desire to

know, from the path of light, from the path of

truth and knowledge.

Mr. Vinod Jain is a senior Radical Humanist

and a Life Trustee of the Indian Renaissance

Institute.

  Contd. from page 30 ...

We therefore urge upon the Central

Government as well as the police authorities

in Delhi to refrain from harassing and

arresting anti-CAA and anti–NRC

protesters and activists under the garb of

investigating Delhi violence of Feb.2020 and

release those who have been arrested on

flimsy and dubious grounds.

N.D. Pancholi     Sheoraj Singh  

   Manimala    Arun Maji   Shalu Nigam

On behalf of  PUCL, Delhi and CFD,

Delhi.

(M) 9811099532,  9582529401

Press statement on the arrests...

 “The people of this country have a right to know every public act, everything,

that is done in a public way, by their public functionaries. They are entitled to

know the particulars of every public transaction in all its bearing.”

                     Justice K. K. Mathew,  former Judge, Supreme Court of India, (1975)
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A Revolutionary with Flaming Words
(Kaifi Azmi 1919-2002)

Dr. Ashok K Choudhury

“Having been born in enslaved country,

Having lived in an Independent secular India,

God willing, I will die in a socialist India”

–   Kaifi Azmi (1998)

Born a century ago and passed away in 2002,

Kaifi Azmi nee Sayyad Athar Hussain Rizvi, a

radical, progressive poet who could be profoundly

lyrical and romantic with the same conviction,

stirred millions of Indians for generations. A

committed poet of the downtrodden, Kaifi fought

against all forms of oppression and inequality and

passionately championed the noble ideas of

humanism, peace and solidarity among people.

As a leading light of Indian People’s Theatre

Association and Progressive Writers Association,

the Cultural Wing of India, he, along with his poet-

lyricist-actress wife Saukat Azmi, who passed

away recently, set new parameters for life, love,

sacrifice and public service. A giant in the world

of Urdu poetry, he worked in trade unions and

other revolutionary movements of the peasants

and workers.

A rebel with a cause, his intense desire was

to bring social change. His tone is passionate with

the breadth of vision and a complete grasp of the

contemporary situation. His distinct virtue lay in

his unique poetic sensibility coupled with realism

and a zeal for transforming his revolutionary

ideology into action by taking up the cause of the

downtrodden. Sajjad Zaheer, another eminent

Urdu poet, once described Kaifi Azmi as the ‘red

rose’ of Urdu poetry. The lyrics he had written

during the national struggle and the freedom

movement had an abiding influence. He was not

a prolific writer, but his carefully planned and

structured writings bear the stamp of a rare poetic

talent.

Without the benefit of any formal education,

Kaifi made his mark as a poet of unusual gifts.

His poems have the vitality that comes from close

association with a spoken tongue, and carries the

stamp of a sophisticated and mature artist. Kaifi’s

oeuvre is not as vast as that of some of his other

contemporaries, but it is varied and non-

compromising on quality.  Deeply influenced by

Ghalib and Mir Anees, he started writing at the

tender age of eleven. The first ghazal, with the

stirring lines “Itna to zindagi mein kisi ki khalal

padey/Hasne se ho sukun na rone se kal

padey” (There must be that much trouble in a

life/ such that it does not immediately get settled

with laughter/ not eased through just tears), was

later immortalized by India’s famed singer Begum

Akhtar whose rendition remains one of the

biggest hits.

He went on to write many more such lines,

including the most powerful line “Chhe

December ko mujhe mila doosra banwas”

that moved the entire nation. ‘Aurat’, an iconic

poem he had written 70 years ago, is a women’s

movement. The opening line and refrain “Uth,

meri jaan! Mere saath hi chalnaa hai tujhe”

(Rise, my beloved! With me, you must walk

along), still echoes in ears for the depth and

parabolic lyricism of his words. There was

practically no movement in Urdu literature in

which he had not participated. Kaifi ensured

his eminence in the world of literature with his

poetical works Jhankar (1944), Aakhir-e-

Shab (1947) and Awara Sijde (1974). Many

poems in these volumes are included in his

poetical collection, Sarmaaya, selection
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of representative compositions, in 1994.

His first collection of poems, Jhankar,

followed by Aakhir-e-Shab, published in quick

succession in three years, overcame the earlier

phase of topical writing and turned to the wider

horizons of human aspirations and sufferings. He

used the raw material of words taken from all

walks of life to give tongue to contemporary

themes. His best achievement was Awara Sijde

(1974), which won him several literary honours

like the Sahitya Akademi Award, Uttar Pradesh

Urdu Akademi Award, and the Soviet Land Nehru

Award, wherein he made a sharp departure from

his earlier poems and the set pattern. The poems

have vigour, a powerful expression and breadth

of vision coupled with a grasp of the

contemporary situation.

Comprising thirty-seven poetic compositions,

including five ghazals, the anthology marks a

transformation in the tone and diction of the poet.

Though the themes are mainly political, social and

ideological, he mastered new symbolic techniques

of expression, and used those to cover the

multifaceted reality of the contemporary society.

His poems on Nehru, Lenin, Farghana, Telengana,

Tashkent, Moscow or Bangladesh are topical and

marked by a narrative style. Their powerful

directness of communication is typical of him.

Awara Sijde not only marks a new stage in Kaifi’s

work, but in modern Urdu poetry as a whole. It is

considered an outstanding contribution to Urdu

literature for its vigorous experience, breadth of

vision and it’s unraveling of human sensibility in

all its rich variety.

In addition, he contributed several articles to

the Quami Jung and other leading Urdu journals

including a critique of poet Sahir Ludhianvi in

Nayya Adab ke Memar. Nae Gulistan antholizes

the weekly column he had written in Urdu Blitz

entirely in verse. Some of his poetic works have

been translated into English, Russian, Uzbeg,

Persian and Arabic. His poem Makan, which

traces man’s quest for shelter, was sung at almost

all IPTA shows. The moving narrative of the poet’s

frustration and anguish at the failure of religion to

emancipate mankind in Ibn-i-Maryam has been

rendered through the inverted symbol of the statue

of Jesus Christ erected in a smuggler’s den.

Kaifi has never been translated. First time

Pritish Nandy translated him titled The Poetry

of Kaifi Azmi (1975), published by Poets Press,

Calcutta. Nandy finds, “It is this virile diction, the

simplicity and sensitivity of a language that has

been shorn of all the traditional trappings of its

literary heritage and fashioned to meet the

demands of a new, contemporary consciousness

that I attempted to show in my translations”.

Another translated work, Selected Poems: Kaifi

Azmi (2001), a selection of Kaif’s poetry,

particularly from Awara Sijde, translated by

Pavan Varma, published by Viking India, focuses

some of his finest and highly acclaimed works

besides his stint at Communist Party and

Progressive Writers’ Movement, as well, some

memorable lyrics for films composed by him. It

was, in fact, a hard task for finding English

language for the rhythms of Urdu.

Anjum Hasan, the Sahitya Akademi award

winning poet, observes, “Its predominant imagery

is of universally dark times” (The Hindu/ Sunday,

June 17, 2001).  In the poem ‘Somnath’, Kaifi

reflecting on the continuity between God and the

image of God for man, says: “Ik ne ik but to har

ek dil mein chupa hota hai/ Uske sao namo mein

ek nam Khuda hota hai” (Some or the other idol

lies hidden in every heart/ of its many names, just

one is God). The third book of translation Kaifi

Azmi: Poems Nazms New & Selected

Translations (2019), edited by Sudeep Sen, and

published on the occasion of the poet’s 100th birth

centenary celebration by Bloomsbury, is a bilingual

compilation of English-Hindi of various nazms.

Translated by five different translators: Husain

Mir Ali, Baidar Bakht, Sumantra Ghosal, Pritish

Nandy, Sudeep Sen, it contains archival

photographs of the life and times of Kaifi Azmi.

An enchanting recollection from his first ever,

‘Itna toh zindagimein kisi ki khalal pade’,
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written at the age of eleven, to many verses

written at the far end of his life, the anthology

spans Kaifi’s entire poetic journey. Some of his

famous poems i.e. ‘Aadat’, ‘Tajmahal’, ‘Doosra

Banvas’, translated by Hussain Ali Mir, a lyricist

and academic, which not only reflects Kaifi’s

progressive politics, but contemporary state of

affairs. A tribute to the poet, Baidar Bakht, who

translated several other well-known Urdu poets

into English, has translated a few of the poems,

especially from ‘Awara Sajde’, ‘Vasiyat’, and

‘Garbhvati’. These poems mostly are

supplemented by footnotes. The most heartening

is the abundant availability of the translated works

on one of the significant poets whose verses have

chronicled the social change after Independence. 

Kaifiyat: Verses on Love and Women (2019)

translated and compiled by Rakshanda Jalil,

published by Penguin/Viking viewed as a stunning

new translation of Kaifi’s most exquisite poems

as well, contains insightful trivia about his life and

legacy. The volume, comprising of 26 of non-film

nazms, including some iconic poems like ‘Aurat’,

‘Bheroopini’, and ‘Garbhwati’, and 15 stunningly

beautiful songs,  brings together poems and lyrics

that reflect Kaifi’s views on women and romance

from sweetly lyrical odes like ‘The First Greeting’

to the powerful, anthem-like ‘Woman’; from the

haunting ‘Regret’ to the mercurial ‘She of the

Many Faces’. These stunning verses conjure a

dynamic portrait of womanhood as seen through

the eyes of an exquisitely gifted poet”. It also

accompanies an illuminating introduction on Kaifi

Azmi’s life and legacy, and a moving ‘foreword’

by his daughter Shabana Azmi and an ‘afterword’

by Shaukat Azmi. In ‘Introduction’, Jali writes,

“Love and romance run like warp through woof

of politics and protest is Kaifi’s poetry”.

Westland’s The Past on my Shoulders by

Husain Mir Ali, to be release in January 2020, is

a collection of twenty-five of Kaifi Azmi’s best

poems selected by his film-writer, lyricist and son-

in-law, Javed Akhtar with a ‘foreword’, and

translated into English by lyricist Mir Husain Ali.

Besides, Many Summers Apart: Gems from

Contemporary Urdu Literature (2019), by

Khallur Ur Rahman Azmi and Huma Khalil,

published by Hay House, Delhi, divided into six

parts, features the most influential progressive

Urdu writers from different genres like prose,

short story, novel, poetry, humour, satire as well

as literary critique and includes works by eminent

literary stalwarts of the time including Sajjad

Zaheer, Munshi Premchand, Ismat Chughtai,

Saadat Hasan Manto, Faiz Ahmad Faiz, Kaifi

Azmi, Sahir Ludhianvi, Sardar Jafri. The critic

Khallur Ur Rahman Azmi, critically analyses how

Kaifi’s poetry mired in social consciousness and

provides a unique perspective on various shades

of human replete witty aphorisons, vivid

metaphors, and fertile expressions that makes his

poetry touchy for readers.

Besides, the celebrated poet-lyricist gave

Bollywood some of its most stunning classics,

tapping his Urdu prowess to celebrate emotions

as diverse as romantic love and patriotism. The

first lyrics, which he wrote in 1952 for Buzdil,

directed by Shaheed Lateef (Ismat Chughtai’s

husband), though Guru Dutt’s Kaagaz Ke

Phool was considered his big break. He then went

on to write lyrics for movies such as Aakhri

Khat, Anupama, Arth, Dhoop Chhaon, Hanste

Zakhm, Haqeeqat, Hare Kaanch Ki

Choodiyan, Heer Ranjha, Kagaz ke Phool,

Kohra, Pakeezah, Shama, Shola Aur

Shabnam,  Sone ki Chidiya, Tamanna and Ye

Nazdeekiyan. His all time memorable song

“Waqt ne kiya kya hasin sitam/ Tum rahe na

tum, hum rahe na hum” (With such sweet

revenge time cast its die/ you remained not you, I

remained not I) from the film “Kagaz ke Phool”.

It is, perhaps, an unparalleled achievement

that he had written in verse the entire script for

the film Heer Ranjha, directed by Chetan

Anand. The film turned out to be a major hit.

His poem “Jo door se toofan ka kartein hai

nazaara/ Unke liye toofan wahan bhi hai/ Yahan

bhi/ Dhaare mein jo mil jaoge dhaare/ Yeh waqt
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ka ailan wohan bhi hai yahan bhi” (Those who

view the storm from afar/ They can see there is

a storm on both sides/ To join in and become

part of the wave/ That is call of the times, on

both sides) for M.S. Sathyu’s Garm Hawa,

based on the story of Ismat Chugtai,  won him

the Filmfare Award and National Film Award.

He had also written the dialogues for Shyam

Benegal’s Manthan. Kaifi also acted in

grandfather role in Naseem, a film by Saeed

Mirza on Hindu- Muslim riots. A journey he had

started to earn a few extra buks, Kaifi wrote in

an oeuvre consisting of 240 songs for 80 films.

The progressive and revolutionary poet was

born on 23 February 1919 in Mijwan, the tiny

village in Phulpur tehsil of Azamgarh district in

Uttar Pradesh into a deeply religious Zamindar

(though he considered him a ‘kishan’) family,

where his father Sayyad Fateh Hussain Rizvi was

a religious man, religious to the extent of believing

everything superstitions, besides being a tehsildar

in the erstwhile princely state of Bilhara, U.P.

Though he was not a poet, but he had a refined

literary taste. Kaifi spent his childhood at his native

place and at Bahraich where he had his first

lessons in poetic composition under the guidance

of his father and brothers. Unlike his brother who

had received schooling at an English convent,

Kaifi was sent to Sultan-ul- Madarsa, an

orthodox religious institution at Lucknow, a place

that was not to the liking of the budding

revolutionary. Kaifi was expelled from the school

because of his anti-establishment activity. He,

however, continued his education through self-

study at home and also passed several

examinations in Urdu, Arabic and Persian from

the Lucknow and Allahabad universities.

Kaifi had turned out to be a rebel from his

very youth, abandoning his Persian and Urdu

studies during the 1942 Quit India Movement in

which Gandhi urged the British to “quit [leave]

India” and he joined the Communist Party of

India age of 19 and identified him with the

progressive ideology. A sworn Marxist and a

shining light of Progressive Writers’ Moment,

he worked with the leather workers’ union in

Kanpur. Hardly when eleven, Kaifi participated

in a Mushaira and recited ghazals confidently.

Towards end of Second World War, Kaifi

migrated to Mumbai and soon took up an

assignment under Sajjad Zaheer as a sub-editor

in Quami Jung, a communist journal in Urdu,

and before began to edit Mazdur Mohalla

(Urdu newspaper). In Mumbai, he not only

actively participated in trade union activities but

also successfully set up unions of bidi and shoe

workers.

Kaifi, beside, visited a number of countries

as a member of writers’ delegations. He

received accolades like Yuva Bharatiya Award,

Maharashtra Gaurav Award, Afro-Asian

Writers’ Lotus Award, President’s Award for

national integration, Jyaneshwara Award, Sahitya

Akademi Fellowship , first Millennium Award by

the Government of Delhi and the Delhi Urdu

Academy,  and conferred Honorary Doctorate

by number of Indian universities, including Visva

Bharati, and  ‘Padma Shri’, which he later

returned in protest against the central

government’s Urdu policy. As a good gesture

Government has named a road on Kaifi’s name

in the Rama Krishna Puram in New Delhi and

in Hyderabad.

“The series of events,” said Shabana “isn’t

aimed only at celebrating Kaifi Azmi, but also at

highlighting the spirit that his poetry and thoughts

represented.” Among events organized since

then are Raag Shayari, a musical tribute to Kaifi

Azmi featuring Zakir Hussain, Javed Akhtar,

Shankar Mahadevan and Shabana Azmi (Tata

Theatre, NCPA, January 13), and Kaifi Aur

Main, a theatrical presentation based on Yaad

Ki Rahguzar, the memoirs of the poet’s wife,

Shaukat Azmi (presented at IIT Delhi and Kala

Mandir, Kolkata), segments in the literary fests

in Jaipur and Hyderabad, and a Pen Festival

dedicated to Kaifi Azmi at Nehru Centre, Worli,

Mumbai.
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Sumantra Ghoshal, famed filmmaker, made

a biographical documentary film titled

‘Kaifinama: A Celebration of the Art and Times

of Kaifi Azmi’, which he describes as an ode to

this great writer and lyricist, was first screen in

India at  National Centre for Performing Arts,

Mumbai. In ‘Kaifinama…’, he uses interviews

which Ghoshal had with poet almost twenty

years ago, in 1998.the reason for making a film

was his deep interest in him, his progressive

idealism.  In his own words Ghosal explains: “I

started with the idea of translating the poetry of

Kaifi Azmi, because I thought that if I could

immerse myself in the words then I would be

dealing not just with text but I would be dealing

with context, I would be dealing with subtext,

through the words, and I felt that that would allow

me to enter the world, so that was the first step”.

The film also showcases interviews with

Kaifi’s family, including wife Shaukat Kaifi, who

talks about, among other things, how her family

had instructed the local post office to tear up letters

sent by him to her in an attempt to keep them

apart; son Baba Azmi, who talks about the visual

quality and vivid imagery of his father’s poetry;

and daughter Shabana Azmi, the project’s

producer, features in the film through personal

interviews, where she talks about how, at his core,

her father was a worker of the Communist Party,

which Ghosal seems to have an intimate

understanding of, who commends Kaifi for being

a poet who combined words with action. The

yearlong celebration held across India, in Pak,

The U S, and the U K. Apart from these, two

more anthologies of his poetry have been planned.

To carry forward his dream to promote Urdu

and Hindi literature, theatre and art, the ‘Kaifi

Azmi Academy’ at Lucknow, was initiated in

February 2014 by Shabana Azmi where literary

seminars, symposiums, mushaira, dramas, are

organized to felicitate eminent writers. The

dream and need of the Academy, Shabana Azmi

fondly observes, “People living in U P and its

neighbouring states are highly talented and are

keen to pursue careers in Hindi and Urdu

language and literature. My father dreamt of

exploring this mass potential. The Academy is

very close to my heart and wish to shape it up

as a bold promoter of art and literature in the

region”. The Academy also houses a museum

on the works of Kaifi Azmi and other literary

giants of Hindi and Urdu. M S Sathyu, noted

theatre and film director, along with architect

Parth Kumar was actively involved in designing

and building the state-of-art auditorium. On 19th

August 2015, at the Kennedy Auditorium of

Aligargh Muslim University, “Kaifi Azmi: A Life

in Creative Pursuits”, a national seminar

organized by the University in association with

Sahitya Akademi, New Delhi, where Kaifi Azmi

was remembered for his idealism. On the

occasion, Shabana Azmi inaugurated the ‘Kaifi

Azmi Collection’ at Maulana Azad Library of

the University.

Though he died on May 10, 2002 in Mumbai,

the literary world will remember Kaifi for his

manifold contribution to Urdu poetry and Hindi

cinema. His way of putting all the emotions in

words is commendable. ‘Mijwan Welfare

Society’, the NGO Kaifi had set up to uplift his

obscure village Mijwan in 1993, which was

untouched by development and didn’t even have

a pin code, as well, for the empowerment of

women with a focus on girl child. Cashing off

the comforts of Bombay life, he went to stay in

his village since 1973 after a brain hemorrhage

on 8th February which made his life bed-ridden

with his left hand and left leg lifeless. As a lyricist

in mainstream Hindi cinema, his journalism for

the Communist party newspaper, his role as a

husband and father, his incredible social work

for the welfare of his ancestral village and its

surrounding area and more, make Kaifi Azmi

not just a remarkable artist but a truly outstanding

human being.

(Dr. Ashok K. Choudhury, an

independent lit critic, is with India’s Academi

of Letters)
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Book Review :

(This is a review of the Bengali translation of Roy’s book

SCIENCE & PHILOSOPHY)
Review by: Bidyut Bhattacharjee

It is a pleasant surprise to read the book ‘Vigyan O Darshan’ written by Sri Manabendranath

Roy, the great Radical Humanist and translated by Sri Swadesh Ranjan Das.

In most of the translated books, the inherent latent frame of Authors mind is not felt but in

this book the translator has done sufficient justice to the author.

The book will definitely set repercussions among the people who have rigid and set frame

of mind. But on the other hand it will be inspiring for those who have developed Scientific

Attitude and are open to alternate explanations and different outlook to established traditional

facs. The book will definitely inspire both the young and mature practitioners of knowledge

and wisdom irrespective of their branches or disciplines. The topics dealt in the literary work

are of fundamental concern both to science and philosophy. The topics are also highly debatable

and most discussed, investigated and interpreted by the finest scholars of human civilization.

Though the book was written about sixty years back, but it is still contemporary in the

present time. The author aims to answer some of the basic questions which have created

maximum discomfort in the territory of human knowledge.

Although the journey through the book is smooth, enjoyable, refreshing and thought provoking,

it disturbs the reader particularly for the two guiding concepts.

Firstly it considers God as ruler and the devotee as ruled but according to

Vedanta philosophy, human being is not ruled and God is not departed from man. While

human being is material manifestation of the cosmic divine energy in its conscious and tangible

form.

Secondly, according to Physics, spirituality is an ideal hypothetical concept, which is always

considered by a Physicist for further realistic investigation. From the time immemorial, the

human has given name to unknown which decreases his discomfort to deal with it.

More investigation and thinking is required to either make the concept more real or to

totally reject it. Most probably it will be premature to evaluate the concept on the basis of the

date gathered by human knowledge. In spite of all our pre-concepts, we have to believe that in

science truth is never absolute but it is in the process of making. Instead of rejecting the book,

people who have faith on God may revalidate their faith by reading this book.

They may consider it as a challenge to read the book and then can use the logic present3ed

in it to strengthen and sharpen their latent rationale underlying their faith.

Last but not least the reading of the book worth and it can be considered as an asset for all

those who have a passion for good books and who are in the profession of knowledge ent4rprise.

It will definitely open a new window in the thought pavilion of the practitioners of Science and

Philosophy.

                                                                                            Tripura Times, Agartala

                                                                                                            March 8. 2009.

Bidyut Bhattacharjee is Lecturer of Engineering Physics, TIT, Agartala.
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Radical Reports :

Guntur District Rationalist Association

organized a review meeting on the writings of

Ravipudi Venkatadri on 12thJanury 2020 at N

G O Home meeting hall, Bapatla. Kurra

Hanumantharao, President, Rationalist

Association of India presided over the meeting.

Main speech was delivered by Dr. Gumma

Veeranna, President, Andhra Pradesh

Rationalist Association. He was awarded

Ph.D. degree for his research work on the

subject ‘The writings of Ravipudi Venkatadri

– Rationalism and Humanism’ by Potti

Sreeramulu, Telugh University, Hyderabad

during 2016. He was also awarded gold medal

for his thesis.

In his speech Dr. Gumma Veeranna

summarized the essence of Ravipudi

Venkatadri’s writings as follows.  Venkatadri

wrote nearly 90 books on different subjects

including religion, rationalism, science, atheism,

secularism, Marxism and humanism. At the age

of 99 he is presently translating his books from

Telugu to English. Venkatadri wrote a book

titled ‘M N Roy and Indian Communism’ in

which he explained elaborately the life and

thought of M N Roy. He wrote a good book

criticizing Adi Shankaracharya and his Advaita

philosophy. He himself translated the same

book into English.

‘Art-Science-Philosophy and Rationalism’ is

another book by Venkatadri in which he

analysed the relation between art and science.

‘What shall we do’ is another great book which

is considered as the manifesto of humanism. It

is a good guide for rationalists and humanists

for selecting their programs and activities.

Ravipudi Venkatadri is the first author in the

world who wrote a book and published in the

year 1978 with the title ‘Rationalism’ explaining

the features and philosophy of rationalism. He

is a great humanist philosopher who explained

the relations and the philosophical differences

between rationalism, atheism, agnosticism,

materialism, physical realism and humanism.

Such rich literature is not available in other

Indian languages. Therefore it is essential to

translate his books into all Indian languages as

early as possible.

Venkatadri produced a great literature about

the ancient Indian philosophy criticizing Vedas,

Upanishads, Puranas and appreciating the

philosophy of Charvaka or Lokayata darshana.

He is the first author in Telugu who produced

excellent literature on rationalism and radical

humanism. He started a monthly magazine

‘HETUVADI’ during the year 1982. He is the

editor of the magazine and it is running

continuously without interruption for the last

38 years.

Ravipudi Venkatadribuild a rationalist and

humanist movement in India with special focus

on Andhra Pradesh, Telangana and Kerala

states. With these remarks Dr Gumma

Veeranna concluded his speech.

Kurra Hanumantharao, President, R A I., and

Meduri Satyanarayana, General secretary, R

A I also spoke on that occasion. Rejeti

Venkateswarlu, President, Guntur District

Rationalist Association, Karanam Ravindra

Babu, General Secretary,  Guntur Dist.

Rationalist Association arranged lunch for all

the participants. Yellamanda Reddy, Assistant

Secretary, R A I., Kari Haribabu, Vice

President, A P R A., Shaik Babu, Treasurer,

R A I., Dariyavali, General Secretary, A P R

A., Kaki Rajasekhar and nearly 50 other

members participated in the meeting.

  Report by :  Meduri Satyanarayana

1. Review Meeting on Ravipudi’s Writings
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2. Great life with simple living- two atheists
Dr. Naisetti Innaiah

Mr. Arjunarao Ravuri, aged 103 years, and

his wife Manorama (eldest daughter of GORA,

renowned atheist) are living now in Vijayawada

near atheist center. Arjunarao is the son-in-law

of GORA (Goparaju Ramachandrarao) and

Saraswathi. Manorama is the first daughter of

Gora. 

Gora hails from an orthodox Brahmin family;

rebelled against orthodoxy; developed as an

atheist-humanist. He established a center at

Vijayawada, Andhra Pradesh and conducted

world conferences there successfully. He came

out of the caste chains and gradually progressed

into an atheist humanist. His first daughter

Manorama married Mr Ravuri Arjunarao. 

Mr Arjunarao and Manorama loved each

other and wanted to celebrate their marriage in

the presence of Gandhiji. The arrangements

were made in Sabarmati Ashram in 1947.

Unfortunately when Arjunarao and Manorama

reached the ashram, Gandhi was

assassinated by a fanatic Hindu Mahasabha

activist, Nathuram Godse in Delhi. Hence the

wedding could not take place.  But they wanted

to fulfill the wish and next year they performed

the wedding in the ashram .Since then they have

lived near Vijayawada and actively participated

in atheist, humanist and rationalist activities.

They have children who live with them now.

Mr. Arjunarao was President of Rationalist

Association of Andhra Pradesh for some time. 

Now age is showing but mentally and physically

the couple is quite hale and healthy. I called on

them last year and often contact them on phone.

The couple is an inspiring model to the present

day youth. They are very friendly with humanist

circles and encourage the programs. Arjunarao

toured Andhra Pradesh widely and encouraged

youth to participate in humanist-rationalist

programs. 

The democratic values of liberty, equality and fraternity are only a popular

version of the scientific humanist values of freedom, rationalism and self-

sustained morality.

Democracy in India is weak and unstable because these humanist democratic

values have not been adequately disseminated among the people.  That is why

in India the spirit for freedom and self-reliance remains submerged under the

traditions of submission and servitude, why blind faith predominates over

rationalism, why morality is overwhelmed by corruption and injustice, and why

casteism and communalism continue to thrive.  A renaissance movement based

on Radical Humanist values is necessary for the all round political, economic

and social transformation of India society.

(From the Preamble to the Constitution of Indian Radical Humanist

Association)

Why is Democracy Weak in India
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For Republishing books written by M.N. Roy & other Humanist Literature

Indian Renaissance Institute has embarked upon republishing/reprinting the large amount of books &

other material written by M.N. Roy as most of them have gone out of print, though requests for these books

continue to pour in into our office. Connected humanist literature will also be published.  Following books,

at the first instance, require immediate publication:

‘New Humanism’; ‘Beyond Communism’; ‘Politics, Power and Parties’; ‘Historical Role of Islam’; ‘India’s

Message’; ‘Men I Met’; ‘New Orientation’; ‘Materialism’; ‘Science & Philosophy’; ‘Revolution and Counter-

revolution in China’; ‘India in Transition; Reason, Romanticism and Revolution’; ‘Russian Revolution’;

Selected Works – Four Volumes(1917-1922), (1923-1927), (1927-1932) and (1932-1936); ‘Memoirs’ (Covers

period 1915-1923).

We  request readers and sympathizers to donate generously for the above project as this literature will

go long way in enriching the  humanist and renaissance movement in the country.

Cheques/Bank drafts may be sent in the name of ‘Indian Renaissance Institute’ to: Satish Chandra

Varma, Treasurer IRI,  A-1/103, Satyam Apartments, Vasundhra Enclave, Delhi- 110096. (M) 9811587576.

Email ID: <scvarma17@gmail.com>

Online donations may be sent to: ‘Indian Renaissance Institute’ Account No. 02070100005296; IFSC

Code: UCBA0000207, UCO Bank, Supreme Court Branch, New Delhi (India)

Mahi Pal Singh Satish Chandra Varma

Secretary Treasurer

An Apeal For Donations

In SAARC Countries:

For one year - Rs. 200.00 For two years - Rs. 350.00

For three years - 500.00 Life subscription - Rs. 2000.00

(Life subscription is only for individual subscribers and not for institutions)

Cheques should be in favour of The Radical Humanist.

In other Countries:

Annual subscription (Air Mail) $ 100.00; GBP 75.00

Note: Direct transfer of subscription amount from abroad may be sent to:

IFSC  Code: CNRB0000349, MICR Code: 110015012 in the Current Account

Number 0349201821034 at Canara Bank, Maharani Bagh, New Delhi- 110014,

India.

Cheques and money transfer details may be sent to: Satish Chandra Varma,

Treasurer IRI,  A-1/103, Satyam Apartments, Vasundhra Enclave, Delhi- 110096.

(M) 9811587576.

Email ID: <scvarma17@gmail.com>

THE RADICAL HUMANIST SUBSCRIPTION RATES
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